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Organic chemistry has shaped modern society by fulfilling the basic needs for pharmaceuticals, agrochemicals, fragrances, and many more. Implementation of new and innovative technologies has played a vital role in this mission and has contributed to the opening of new research areas and to pushing the frontiers of existing ones. Among these new technologies, continuous flow chemistry has stepped on the stage in the last decades [1]. Originating from the petrochemical industry, where it enabled high productivity and scalability even for the most standard processes of heating, cracking, and refining of crude oil to bulk chemicals [2], it has since entered the production of pharmaceuticals and other fine chemicals. This has again led to improved scalability, higher purity of products, and eventually decreased manufacturing costs.

From the undisputed role of continuous flow chemistry for process chemists, the advent of this technology in academic research laboratories, especially for method development and natural product synthesis programs [3], has revealed some inadequacies, particularly in view of the equipment and procedures available. These limitations have been slowly overcome with many creative but sometimes highly “academic” solutions.

Thus, recent years witnessed a steady increase in the application of continuous flow technology for academic research, leading to an expansion of synthetic options and generally more sustainable operations. Among the many advantages of performing organic reactions in continuous flow, enhanced heat-, mass- and photon transfer, an improved safety profile, broad scalability, and higher sustainability are the most prevalent ones.

To provide examples and explanation for these claims, “flash chemistry”, a term coined by late Yoshida [4] for reactions at the diffusion limit, i.e., reactions completed within milliseconds with proper mixing, showcases the fast heat- and mass transfer of continuous flow reactors. The generation of organolithium species in the presence of carbonyl compounds and their reaction has been facilitated by the extremely fast mixing of reagents and almost instantaneous heat transfer (i.e., cooling) in specifically designed microreactors [5].
Analogously, significantly increased photon transfer in flow reactors has been exploited. Where the molar attenuation coefficient is high, such as in many important photoredox catalysts, most of the irradiation is already absorbed within a thin layer of a few millimeters. Thus, in batch reactors the vast volume of the solution is not irradiated, and the reaction can only take place in the outermost layer [6,7]. This results in an extended reaction time when performing such reactions in bulk and may even lead to increased side reactions. Moving such operations into tubular flow reactors with a small diameter can both accelerate the transformations as well as lead to significantly less side products by continuously removing the products from the irradiation source.

As an example, Noël and co-workers performed efficient irradiation in flow for the C(sp$^3$)–H functionalization of gaseous hydrocarbons [8], wherein photoexcited decatungstate was employed. Decatungstate is an efficient and versatile hydrogen atom transfer (HAT) catalyst with a growing number of applications. The use of decatungstate in a continuous flow setup led to shorter reaction times, increased scalability, and improved safety with pressurized gaseous alkanes employed in the above-mentioned transformations.

Enhanced safety profiles of continuous flow reactors have been widely appreciated in industrial laboratories, while hazardous reactions still tend to be addressed subordinately or are even marginalized in academia [9]. The comparably small dimensions of flow reactors enable explosive, toxic, or otherwise dangerous reactions and reagents to be accumulated only to a much lesser degree, especially when scaling up.

This virtue has been exploited in process chemistry, where in the manufacturing of HIV protease inhibitor nelfinavir mesylate, diazomethane was an inevitable necessity. By moving the generation of this toxic and explosive reagent into a continuous process with manageable amounts present at any given point and continuously stripping the chemical with a stream of nitrogen, safety protocols could be met [10].

Among the disadvantages when moving from batch reactions to a continuous flow regime, dispersion phenomena play a detrimental role. These gradient effects occur when a stream of reagent is introduced into the reactor by pushing it with pure solvent. The reagents with well-defined concentration then leach into the solvent slug, leading to ill-defined stoichiometry and decrease in yield. While this axial dispersion is dependent on flow speed and residence time, only the central part of the reaction stream is under so-called steady-state conditions. To zero out these effects when a process yield is to be determined, pre- and postrun fractions are discarded [6], leading to loss of reagent and substrate as well as to increased waste. This is even less tolerable when small quantities of precious intermediates from multistep routes are to be employed, as is typically the case in projects of the pharmaceutical industry and academia.

A possible solution to this general problem was reported by Jensen and co-workers, who introduced segmented gas–liquid flow by mixing the reagent stream with an inert carrier gas, forming liquid and gaseous slugs moving through the reactor, and thus insulating liquid compartments from leaching into one another [11]. This concept has been adapted and further refined by Gilmore and co-workers, introducing automated multistep synthesizers [12], as well as Heretsh et al. in a setup optimized for natural products synthesis and late-stage manipulations [13].

To address customized reactor solutions from an engineering perspective, the advent of computer-aided design (CAD) in combination with widely available 3D printing has become a preferred choice. Prototyping aided by these technologies has significantly accelerated the development of novel flow reactor designs [14]. The challenging properties of organic solvents for standard polymers used in commercial 3D printers remain a drawback, while industrial 3D printers remain the much more expensive option. Reactors or other laboratory ware printed in polypropylene are restricted in use to only a few organic solvents or even to a single application, rendering this technology rather a supportive tool than a general solution [15]. Still, having this option available significantly lowers the barrier of inventing novel technological solutions and allows for high-throughput optimization in reactor design. Since different types of reactions typically call for an optimized or even specifically designed reactor built, the modularity of flow reactor is vital for quick reconfiguration and switching between different reactions.

This argument is particularly true when natural product synthesis is to be performed in continuous flow. The need for flexible and modular reactors that address the different demands associated with total synthesis poses particular challenges, among them performing fast reactions at low temperature, slow reactions at elevated temperature, reactions involving reactive gases under pressure, and photochemical reactions. Besides, also scalability is a major prerequisite in these synthetic endeavors, with reactions routinely being performed on a decagram scale in the early stages of a route and on a milligram scale at the end of a sequence. Designing modular reactors that meet these demands will help to overcome existing reservations for continuous flow in academia [13].
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High-speed C–H chlorination of ethylene carbonate using a new photoflow setup
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Abstract

We report the high-speed C–H chlorination of ethylene carbonate, which gives chloroethylene carbonate, a precursor to vinylene carbonate. A novel photoflow setup designed for a gas–liquid biphasic reaction turned out to be useful for the direct use of chlorine gas. The setup employed sloped channels so as to make the liquid phase thinner, ensuring a high surface-to-volume ratio. When ethylene carbonate was introduced to the reactor, the residence time was measured to be 15 or 30 s, depending on the slope of the reactor set at 15 or 5°, respectively. Such short time of exposition sufficed the photo C–H chlorination. The partial irradiation of the flow channels also sufficed for the C–H chlorination, which is consistent with the requirement of photoirradiation for the purpose of radical initiation. Near-complete selectivity for single chlorination required the low conversion of ethylene carbonate such as 9%, which was controlled by limited introduction of chlorine gas. At a higher conversion of ethylene carbonate such as 61%, the selectivity for monochlorinated ethylene carbonate over dichlorinated ethylene carbonate was 86%. We found that the substrate contamination with water negatively influenced the performance of the C–H chlorination.

Introduction

The C–H chlorination by molecular chlorine is a highly exothermic reaction that proceeds via a radical chain mechanism as illustrated in Scheme 1 [1-6]. Frequently, photoirradiation is used for radical initiation through homolysis of the Cl–Cl bond to generate chlorine radicals. In a subsequent step, a $\text{S}_2\text{H}_2$ reaction by chlorine radicals at C–H bonds generates alkyl radicals.
and HCl. The second S₈₂ reaction between alkyl radicals and molecular chlorine then occurs to give the C–H chlorinated product and a chlorine radical, sustaining the radical chain. Chlorine gas is a cheap feedstock since it is formed as a byproduct of the electrolysis of NaCl to produce NaOH in an industrial process [7]. We felt that C–H chlorination would be updated by using scalable flash chemistry [8].

Flow C–H chlorination using a compact flow reactor is highly desirable in terms of efficiency and safety in handling highly toxic gases such as chlorine. In 2002, Jähnisch and co-workers reported the first microflow chlorination of 2,4-diisocyanato-1-methylbenzene, which used a falling-film reactor developed by IMM [9]. While the flow rate employed was quite low (0.12 mL/min of toluene), the residence time was less than 14 seconds. More recent studies on flow C–H chlorination reactions focused on the use of Cl₂ gas in situ generated by photolysis of sulfuryl chloride [10] or by acid treatment of NaOCl [11,12]. We thought that if rationally designed scalable photoflow setups were available, flow C–H chlorination reactions using chlorine gas would be able to focus on production. In this study, we tested a novel photoflow setup consisting of quartz-made straight-line reactors, which are provided from MiChS (LX-1, Figure 1a) and a high-power LED (MiChS LED-s, 365 ± 5 nm, Figure 1b) [13]. Each channel track has a 2 mm depth and 557 mm length, while the width varies from 6 or 13 mm depending on the number of channels 7 or 5, respectively. The flow photoreactor is embedded into an aluminum frame equipped with a heat carrier channel. The design concepts including angle settings to ensure a thin liquid layer are summarized in Figure 1.

We chose the C–H chlorination of ethylene carbonate (1) as a model reaction (Scheme 2). Chlorinated ethylene carbonate 2 is a precursor to vinylene carbonate (3), which is used as an electrolyte additive for Li-ion batteries [14-20]. Vinylene carbonate also serves as a useful synthetic building block for Diels–Alder reactions [21-25] and polymerization [26-30].

Results and Discussion

Using a PTFE tube and PTFE connectors, we connected the photoflow setup with a chlorine gas cylinder through a floating gas level meter in a fume hood (Figure 2). Since ethylene carbonate (1) melts between 34–37 °C, we preheated the container of 1 using an oil bath at 70 °C and pumped it to the photoreactor. In the reactor, hot water (80 °C) was circulated through a hole channel manufactured in an aluminum-made frame to keep the contacted glass reactor warm. The LED lamp was placed on the upper side of the reactor with a 20° angle to the reactor surface. The exiting gases (HCl and unreacted Cl₂) were trapped by an aqueous NaOH solution (1.7 M).

The reactors are set with a slope of 15 or 5° to achieve a thin substrate layer causing a rapid gas/liquid biphasic reaction. The residence time was estimated to be 15 and 30 seconds, respectively (for the measurement, ethylene carbonate was introduced in the absence of chlorine gas). After the experiments, chlorine gas that remained inside the flow setup was flushed with N₂ gas. In general, we used ethylene carbonate (1) with the grade containing less than 0.03% of water. The results are summarized in Table 1.

When the reaction of ethylene carbonate (1, flow rate: 74.9 mmol/min, containing 0.03% of H₂O) with 0.17 equiv of Cl₂ gas (flow rate: 12.5 mmol/min) was carried out under irradiation by UV-LED (240 W) with a 15° reactor angle, the desired chloroethylene carbonate (2) was formed selectively with a 9% conversion of 1 (Table 1, entry 1). When 0.23 equiv of Cl₂ was used, the selectivity became 96% with 12% conversion of 1, in which a small amount of undesired 1,2-dichloroethylene carbonate (2') was detected by GC (Table 1, entry 2). When 0.45 equiv of Cl₂ was used, the conversion of 1 increased to 21% and the selectivity of 2 became 91% (Table 1, entry 3). The reaction of 1 with one equivalent of Cl₂ gave 2 and 2' in a ratio of 89:11 with 39% conversion of 1 (Table 1, entry 4). When the reaction mixture was circulated twice, we observed a higher conversion of 1 (87%) and obtained a 74:26 mixture of 2 and 2' (Table 1, entry 5). Then, we limited the feeding of 1 (flow rate: 46.4 mmol/min) in order to increase conversion, which worked well. The reaction of 1 with 1.97 equiv of Cl₂ resulted in 61% conversion of 1 and an 86:14 ratio of 2 and 2' (Table 1, entry 6). When a lower feeding of 1 (29.6 mmol/min) and an excess amount of Cl₂ (3.09 equiv) were used, higher conversion of 1 (76%) was attained with the selectivity of 84:16 (Table 1, entry 7). The irradiation at 600 W gave an almost similar result (Table 1, entries 8 and 9), which suggested that 240 W sufficed the reaction. Indeed, when the reaction was

![Scheme 1: Radical chain mechanism for a photo-induced C–H chlorination reaction.](image-url)
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carried out with a shallow reactor angle such as 5°, the conversion of 1 increased from 49 to 61% (Table 1, entries 8 and 10). This is due to the extended residence time from 15 to 30 s. Flow gas/liquid reactions are often carried out using a tubular reactor and mixer under slug flow conditions. However, it is not easy to apply such conditions to the present photochlorination reaction since the volume of the Cl₂ gas is ca. 400 times larger than that of ethylene carbonate (for entry 8 in Table 1). In addition, a much longer tubular reactor would be required to ensure 15–30 s residence time.
Scheme 2: Model reaction: photoflow C–H chlorination of ethylene carbonate (1) to chloroethylene carbonate (2).

Figure 2: Photoflow setup for the C–H chlorination of ethylene carbonate (1).
We then investigated the effect of contamination with water on the reaction, since Cl\textsubscript{2} gas is known to react with H\textsubscript{2}O under irradiation conditions [31] and the results are summarized in Table 2. The flow rate of \textit{I} and the equivalents of chlorine to \textit{I} were set to be 187 mmol/min and 0.60–0.69, respectively. The reactor angle and light power were 15\textdegree\ and 240 W, respectively. The chlorination reaction using an ordinary grade of the substrate \textit{I} containing 0.03\% of water gave a 96:4 ratio of products \textit{2} and \textit{2'} with 26\% conversion of \textit{I} (Table 2, entry 1). In contrast, when we used substrate \textit{I} containing 0.15\% of water, the conversion decreased to 11\% (Table 2, entry 2). With 0.76\% of water, the conversion decreased further to 9\% (Table 2, entry 3). These results suggest that the reaction has to be carried out carefully under dry conditions.

### Conclusion

In this work, we reported that a novel photoflow setup designed for a gas–liquid biphasic reaction turned out to be useful for the C–H chlorination using chlorine gas in flow. Two decades after the first report on the microflow chlorination of a toluene derivative by Jähnisch and co-workers, we propose a new photoflow setup for C–H chlorination using chlorine gas, applicable to scalable flow C–H chlorination. In our test reaction using C–H chlorination of ethylene carbonate (\textit{I}), chloroethylene carbonate (\textit{2}) was obtained in good to excellent selectivity by tuning the flow rates of \textit{I} and chlorine gas. Partial irradiation of the flow channel is sufficient for the C–H chlorination, consistent with the requirement for light irradiation for the radical initiation step. If we apply the conditions to give 80\% selectivity with 60\% conversion with 30 s residence time, around 15 kilograms of chloroethylene carbonate (\textit{2}) can be synthesized per day, which suggests the high potential of the present photoflow setup. We also demonstrated that the contamination with water had a negative impact on the reaction and the system should be kept dry for continuous production. We are now investigating some other photo gas–liquid flow reactions, which will be reported in due course.

### Experimental

The photoflow setup consisting of a flow photoreactor LX-1 and UV-LEDs were supplied from MiChS Inc., Ltd. ([http://www.michs.jp](http://www.michs.jp)). The angle of the photoflow reactor was set to be 15 or 5\textdegree\ and heated water at 80 °C was circulated in a channel of an aluminum-made frame to avoid solidification of

---

### Table 1: Photoflow C–H chlorination of ethylene carbonate (\textit{I}) to chloroethylene carbonate (\textit{2}).\textsuperscript{a}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>entry</th>
<th>angle (\textdegree)</th>
<th>flow rate \textit{1} (mmol/min)</th>
<th>Cl\textsubscript{2} (mmol/min) (equiv)</th>
<th>UV-LED (W)</th>
<th>conversion (%)\textsuperscript{b}</th>
<th>selectivity (%)\textsuperscript{b}</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>74.9</td>
<td>12.5 (0.17)</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>74.9</td>
<td>17.4 (0.23)</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>74.9</td>
<td>33.9 (0.45)</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>74.9</td>
<td>75.9 (1.01)</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5\textsuperscript{c}</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>74.9</td>
<td>75.9 + 75.9 (2.02)</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>46.4</td>
<td>91.5 (1.97)</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>29.6</td>
<td>91.5 (3.09)</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>117.6</td>
<td>146.5 (1.25)</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>117.6</td>
<td>143.7 (1.22)</td>
<td>600</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>117.6</td>
<td>146.5 (1.25)</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a}Reactions were conducted by using LX-1 with a reactor angle of 15\textdegree\ or 5\textdegree\ (entry 10). Photoirradiation was carried out by using LEDs (365 ± 5 nm at the power of 240 or 600 W). Ethylene carbonate (\textit{I}) contains 0.03\% of H\textsubscript{2}O.

\textsuperscript{b}Determined by GC analysis.

\textsuperscript{c}Reaction mixture was circulated twice.

---

### Table 2: Effect of contamination of water.\textsuperscript{a}

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>entry</th>
<th>water contamination</th>
<th>flow rate \textit{1} (mmol/min)</th>
<th>Cl\textsubscript{2} (mmol/min) (equiv)</th>
<th>conversion (%)\textsuperscript{b}</th>
<th>selectivity (%)\textsuperscript{b}</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>2'</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.03%</td>
<td>187.0</td>
<td>126.8 (0.68)</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.15%</td>
<td>187.0</td>
<td>112.7 (0.60)</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.76%</td>
<td>187.0</td>
<td>118.3 (0.63)</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a}Reactions were conducted by using LX-1 with a reactor angle of 15\textdegree\ and LEDs (240 W). \textsuperscript{b}Measured by GC.
ethylene carbonate (1), whose melting point is 34–37 °C. The UV-LED (365 ± 5 nm) was set with an angle of 20° to the reactor surface. Ethylene carbonate (1) preheated to 70 °C was fed into each channel of the flow photoreactor by using a diaphragm pump. At the same time, chlorine gas was fed into the reactor from the top-side inlet. Evolved HCl gas and unreacted Cl₂ gas were trapped by an aqueous 1.7 M NaOH solution. The first eluted solution was discarded for 3 min after which the eluted solution was collected for analysis. GC analysis was performed on a Shimadzu GC-2014 equipped with an FID detector using an Agilent J&W DB-1 column (Ø 0.25 mm × 30 m) under the following conditions: initial oven temperature: 40 °C, temperature change rate of 5 °C/min to 250 °C, hold at this temperature for 10 min. Yields were determined by using the percentage peak area method with compensation for the relative sensitivities of each component. Product 2 and byproduct 2’ were confirmed by 1H and 13C NMR analysis (see Supporting Information File 1).

Supporting Information
Supporting Information File 1
GC analysis and NMR spectra of the crude reaction mixture for the chlorination of compound 1.
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Abstract
An efficient continuous flow process is reported for the synthesis of various 1,3,4-oxadiazoles via an iodine-mediated oxidative cyclisation approach. This entails the use of a heated packed-bed reactor filled with solid K$_2$CO$_3$ as a base. Using DMSO as solvent, this flow method generates the target heterocycles within short residence times of 10 minutes and in yields up to 93%. Scale-up of this flow process was achieved (34 mmol/h) and featured an integrated quenching and extraction step. Lastly, the use of an automated in-line chromatography system was exploited to realise a powerful flow platform for the generation of the heterocyclic targets.

Introduction
The application of enabling technologies in chemistry has received a surge in interest in recent years [1-4]. At the forefront of this revolution has been the advent of flow chemistry and its increasing utility in synthetic chemistry [5-8]. This is largely driven by the ability to improve reaction efficiency, safety and provide access to chemistry that was not previously possible [9-11]. Carrying out a reaction in continuous flow mode can improve its efficiency in several ways, including decreasing reaction times, increasing yields, or eliminating tedious unit operations by incorporating them in-line in a telescoped manner. These improvements are typically not limited to the chemistry itself but can also result in the generation of less waste, thus reducing the harmful environmental impact of various processes [12-15]. This has led to a significant development in continuous flow platforms, particularly in industry [16-20].

1,3,4-Oxadiazoles are biologically relevant 5-membered heterocyclic compounds with various favourable pharmacokinetic properties and have been investigated as potential candidates for
antiviral, antifungal and anticancer agents [21-23]. Previous reports of the synthesis of 1,3,4-oxadiazoles in continuous flow focused on the reaction between tetrazoles and carboxylic acids (Huisgen synthesis) [24,25]. Continuous flow technology has also been exploited for the further functionalisation of 1,3,4-oxadiazoles [26]. Various other methods to access this heterocyclic moiety have been reported in the literature, with many focusing on either cyclodehydration or cyclodesulphurisation (Scheme 1) [27]. However, in recent years, there have been a number of oxidative cyclisation protocols reported to access the same 1,3,4-oxadiazole unit [28-33]. In 2012, Guin and co-workers described the iodine-mediated cyclodesulphurisation of thiosemicarbazides, yielding the corresponding 1,3,4-oxadiazoles [32]. Subsequently, Yu and co-workers reported the iodine-mediated oxidative cyclisation of acyl hydrazones to form oxadiazoles [33]. While this method provided the products in high yields, it required the use of super-stoichiometric quantities of iodine, which is potentially toxic and corrosive. This potential toxicity in combination with the requirement for the subsequent removal of excess iodine and potentially biologically active reaction products, led us to explore the implementation of a continuous flow platform to reduce these hazards, while maintaining the high efficiency of the reaction.

Results and Discussion

We began with the investigation of various oxidative cyclisations of acyl hydrazones to compare the iodine-mediated cyclisation with other oxidative conditions. A range of oxidants was investigated (Table 1), with only N-chlorosuccinimide (NCS) [34] and iodine resulting in the formation of product (entries 1 and 2, Table 1). As iodine yielded superior results, we opted to transfer this reaction from batch mode to continuous flow mode. The use of an insoluble reagent (e.g. K_2CO_3) is generally problematic with continuous flow reactors, due to the high probability of blockages occurring within the reactor tubing. To overcome this, we opted to incorporate a packed bed reactor into the continuous flow setup. The initial setup consisted of a heated

![Scheme 1: Methods for accessing 1,3,4-oxadiazoles.](image)

### Table 1: Screening of oxidants for cyclisation of acyl hydrazone.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry</th>
<th>Oxidant</th>
<th>Base</th>
<th>Solvent</th>
<th>NMR yield</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>iodine</td>
<td>K_2CO_3</td>
<td>DMSO</td>
<td>57%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>NCS</td>
<td>DBU</td>
<td>DCM</td>
<td>31%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>sodium periodate</td>
<td>K_2CO_3</td>
<td>DMSO</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>oxone</td>
<td>K_2CO_3</td>
<td>DMSO</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>sodium percarbonate</td>
<td>K_2CO_3</td>
<td>DMSO</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
glass column (i.d. 7 mm, length 7 cm), packed with K₂CO₃, through which a solution of acyl hydrazone and iodine were passed. It was anticipated that the larger excess of K₂CO₃ present in the packed bed reactor (when compared to batch mode), in addition to the more efficient heat transfer, would lead to significantly shorter reaction times. Using a flow rate of 0.3 mL/min and a temperature of 100 °C as a starting point (entry 1, Table 2), we began to vary the reaction conditions in view of achieving high yields in short residence times. Through variation of flow rate, we found 0.2 mL/min (approximately 10 minute residence time) to be optimal (entries 1–3, Table 2). Shorter residence times were found to be slightly detrimental to the yield and longer residence times provided no benefit (entries 2 and 3, Table 2). The reaction was found to be sensitive to the quantity of iodine present, with an increase in yield correlating with a larger excess of iodine (entries 4 and 5, Table 2). Variation of reaction temperature identified 100 °C to be optimal, affording the desired product in 90% yield (entry 5, Table 2). A decrease in temperature resulted in a slight decrease in yield, and an increase in decomposition was observed with an increase in temperature despite the short residence times (entries 6 and 7, Table 2). The lack of solubility of the hydrazone substrates limited options with regards to variation in reaction solvent, with adequate solubility only being observed in DMF and DMSO. Despite the slightly lower yield observed using DMF (entry 8, Table 2), it provided the option of a co-solvent system in situations where solubility in DMSO is insufficient.

A variety of acyl hydrazones were subsequently synthesised from the corresponding aldehydes (Scheme 2) and subjected to the optimised flow conditions (Scheme 3). This resulted in full conversion of the substrate in all cases. Both thiophene and pyridine-containing substrates were well tolerated, with slightly higher yields observed in the case of the more electron-deficient CF₃-substituted system (2a and 2c vs 2b and 2d). Both electron-rich and electron-deficient acyl hydrazones afforded high yields, with a slight decrease observed with the presence of the electron-withdrawing CF₃ group in the case of the electron poor nitro-substituted substrate 2g. The reaction was also chemoselective in the presence of other oxidisable moieties such as in the cases of 2i and 2j. Additionally, the stereoconfiguration of the styryl moiety was maintained as confirmed via the X-ray structure of 2j (Scheme 3).

As a potential application of our previously reported synthesis of useful bicyclo[1.1.1]pentane (BCP) building blocks [36], we investigated their use in the oxadiazole-forming reaction. The BCP acid chloride 5 was synthesised from [1.1.1]propellane (3) via the photochemical reaction with isopropyl 2-chloro-2-oxoacetate (Scheme 4). The corresponding BCP acyl hydrazone was then obtained following treatment of acid 5 with hydrazine hydrate, followed by hydrazone formation with the corresponding aldehyde. When subjected to the reaction conditions, oxadiazoles 2k and 2l were obtained in low yield over this multi-step sequence. While unsuitable for large scale reactions, this methodology may prove useful for accessing small quantities of medicinally interesting BCP-1,3,4-oxadiazole compounds for biological testing. Additionally, the reaction of 1,3-substituted isoxazole 1m under these conditions was investigated. Despite high degrees of decomposition, it was possible

---

**Table 2: Optimisation of iodine-mediated cyclisation in continuous flow mode.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry</th>
<th>Flow rate (Z) (mL/min)</th>
<th>Temperature (Y) (°C)</th>
<th>I₂ Equivalents (X)</th>
<th>Yielda</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>79%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>76%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>90%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>87%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>81%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8b</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>81%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aYields were determined by ⁱH NMR using 1,3,5-trimethoxybenzene as internal standard. bDMF was used in place of DMSO.
Scheme 2: Synthesis of acyl hydrazones 1a–j.

Scheme 3: Iodine-mediated cyclisation of hydrazones 1a–j yielding oxadiazoles 2a–j. Reaction conditions: 1a–j (1 mmol), iodine (1.5 mmol), DMSO (4 mL, 0.25 M), 100 °C, 0.2 mL/min. Reported yields are isolated yields following purification [35].
to isolate the desired poly-heterocyclic compound 2m in low yield (Scheme 4).

Having investigated the substrate scope in continuous flow mode, we then moved to probe the scalability of the reaction. A primary advantage of carrying out a reaction in continuous flow is the ease of which it can subsequently be scaled-up, without the need for further extensive optimisation. Oxadiazole product 2j was chosen as the target molecule for the scale-up reaction due to the potential for further diversification via the embedded alkene. Due to the large quantity of material, an increase in column size was required to house the larger quantity of K₂CO₃. As a result of the increased volume of the reactor column (i.d. 15 mm, length 12 cm) a proportional increase in flow rate was necessary to maintain the residence time consistent with our small-scale experiments.

Following reaction, the excess iodine must be quenched via a wash using sodium thiosulphate solution. To avoid the hazards associated with handling of iodine on multi-gram scale, in addition to eliminating unit operations, an in-line quench and separation was developed. The in-line quench consisted of employing a 4-way mixer, through which sodium thiosulphate solution and an additional organic solvent could be introduced. As the reaction is carried out in DMSO, which is water soluble, an additional organic solvent was required to isolate the desired product from the aqueous phase. There are various examples of in-line separations published in the literature [37], however, many of them involve the use of expensive and complex membrane filters. To reduce cost and increase simplicity we opted to use a ‘home-made’ setup to achieve continuous separation which consisted of a laboratory separating funnel, into which we collect the biphasic reaction output following aqueous workup (Scheme 5). Dichloromethane (DCM) was selected as the organic solvent of choice due to its increased density compared to DMSO and water. Separation in a continuous manner could then be simply achieved by adjusting the outlet tap of the separating funnel such that a constant volume is maintained. To improve throughput, substrate concentration was increased to 0.4 M, and using this setup 2.8 g (11.2 mmol, 80%) of oxadiazole product 2j could be synthesised in just 20 minutes. This corresponds to a productivity of 8.4 g/h (34 mmol/h). The increase in yield when compared to the small-scale reaction is potentially explained by the reaction reaching steady state during this longer run, thus providing a more accurate indication of the yield. This productivity could potentially be further increased, simply by increasing the volume of the glass column reactor.

**Scheme 4**: Synthesis of complex oxadiazoles.
With an in-line extraction scale-up system in hand, we envisioned a system which would eliminate a further time-consuming unit operation, product purification. Inspired by recent reports of the incorporation of the Advion puriFlash 5.250 system in a continuous flow system [38], we aimed to apply this system to our flow setup. The puriFlash system is an automated liquid chromatography purification system which is capable of purifying mixtures in a continuous fashion by using alternating sample loops and chromatography columns. Initial experiments proved challenging as clean separation could not be achieved with high concentrations (0.4 M) or with large quantities of highly polar DMSO. After some optimisation, satisfactory separation was achieved by decreasing the reaction concentration to 0.2 M, and the final concentration to approximately 0.1 M, through adjustment of the flow rate of DCM in the separation step. Further improvements were realised by increasing the flow rate of the thiosulphate solution to remove sufficient DMSO in view of satisfactory separation being achieved. Due to the high polarity of the reaction mixture, moderately non-polar chromatographic conditions were required (3% EtOAc, 97% cyclohexane at start), with a gradient method being employed. While these conditions successfully provided the desired products in pure form, it must be noted that a short equilibration period between runs was required, thus slightly reducing the throughput of the system.

With satisfactory chromatography conditions in hand, we moved to test the system using various substrates (Scheme 6). Compounds 2b, 2f, and 2h were all subjected to the reaction conditions and isolated in comparable yields to previous experiments, following in-line quench and in-line purification. In addition to increasing efficiency by removing manual unit operations, the incorporation of the in-line purification system allowed for isolation of pure material in approximately 100 minutes (from substrate vial to pure product) on a 1 mmol scale. To determine the effect of scale on the system, 2j was processed on a 2 mmol scale (0.5 g) with no loss in efficiency or yield being observed.

While the residence time of the reaction remains constant, incorporating an in-line quench and subsequent purification results in significant reduction in processing times. Typically, performing the quench step manually will take approximately 20–30 minutes when subsequent evaporation of solvent is accounted for. Additionally, manual purification by flash column chromatography can take between 60–120 minutes depending on reaction scale. When added to the reaction time, this results in an estimated total processing time of at least 110 minutes (from substrate vial to pure product) on a 1 mmol scale.

**Conclusion**

In summary, we have developed a continuous flow platform for the synthesis of 1,3,4-oxadiazoles in high yields and short residence times of 10 minutes. The incorporation of an in-line extraction reduced the risk of contact with toxic and corrosive iodine in addition to eliminating a tedious unit operation. The reaction was demonstrated to be readily scalable with a productivity of 34 mmol/h being achieved for oxadiazole 2j. Additionally, the implementation of in-line chromatographic purifica-
ization provided the desired products in high yields, integrating an additional unit operation and thus increasing efficiency. Through removing two off-line unit operations and carrying out chromatographic purification in-line, further benefits were realised through a reduction in solvent consumption and operator time when compared to the analogous batch process.
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Abstract
The importance of a compound that helps fight against influenza is, in times of a pandemic, self-evident. In order to produce these compounds in vast quantities, many researchers consider continuous flow reactors in chemical industry as next stepping stone for large scale production. For these reasons, the synthesis of N-acetylneuraminic acid (Neu5Ac) in a continuous fixed-bed reactor by an immobilized epimerase and aldolase was investigated in detail. The immobilized enzymes showed high stability, with half-life times > 173 days under storage conditions (6 °C in buffer) and reusability over 50 recycling steps, and were characterized regarding the reaction kinetics (initial rate) and scalability (different lab scales) in a batch reactor. The reaction kinetics were studied in a continuous flow reactor. A high-pressure circular reactor (up to 130 MPa) was applied for the investigation of changes in the position of the reaction equilibrium. By this, equilibrium conversion, selectivity, and yield were increased from 57.9% to 63.9%, 81.9% to 84.7%, and 47.5% to 54.1%, respectively. This indicates a reduction in molar volume from N-acetyl-ᴅ-glucosamine (GlcNAc) and pyruvate (Pyr) to Neu5Ac. In particular, the circular reactor showed great potential to study reactions at high pressure while allowing for easy sampling. Additionally, an increase in affinity of pyruvate towards both tested enzymes was observed when high pressure was applied, as evidenced by a decrease of $K_I$ for the epimerase and $K_M$ for the aldolase from 108 to 42 mM and 91 to 37 mM, respectively.

Introduction
In times of a pandemic, the importance of substances to enhance the human immune system is self-explanatory. Among them are sialic acids, which are produced and investigated for this reason, as they are found in cell membranes and play an important role in cell adhesion and signaling [1]. They are also studied, for instance, in Covid-19 research [2]. It has been
Figure 1: Reaction sequence starting from GlcNAc with ManNAc as an intermediate. Pyr is added in the second step, forming Neu5Ac. The reaction steps are catalyzed by an epimerase (EC 5.1.3.8) and an aldolase (EC 4.1.3.3), respectively.
Table 1: List of carriers used for the screening in this work (Lifetech Purolite).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Carrier</th>
<th>Functional group</th>
<th>Binding type</th>
<th>Hydrophobicity</th>
<th>Size [µm]</th>
<th>Pores [Å]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lifetech ECR8309F amino methacrylate</td>
<td>amino</td>
<td>covalent</td>
<td>hydrophilic</td>
<td>150–300</td>
<td>600–1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifetech ECR8204F epoxy methacrylate</td>
<td>epoxy</td>
<td>covalent</td>
<td>hydrophilic</td>
<td>150–300</td>
<td>300–600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifetech ECR8285 epoxy butyl methacrylate</td>
<td>epoxy</td>
<td>covalent</td>
<td>hydrophobic</td>
<td>250–1000</td>
<td>450–650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifetech ECR1030M polymethacrylic DVB</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>adsorption</td>
<td>middle</td>
<td>300–710</td>
<td>220–340</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifetech ECR8806F octadecyl methacrylate</td>
<td>octadecyl</td>
<td>adsorption</td>
<td>hydrophobic</td>
<td>150–300</td>
<td>400–650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lifetech ECR1090M macroporous styrene</td>
<td>none</td>
<td>adsorption</td>
<td>hydrophobic</td>
<td>300–710</td>
<td>200–300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 2: Enzyme loading after immobilization of the epimerase and aldolase on different carriers.

Figure 3: Evaluation of immobilized epimerase on different carriers with respect to specific activity. Reaction conditions: 40 °C, pH 8, 100 mM Tris, U_shaking = 1400 rpm, V = 1 mL, 100 mM GlcNAc, 1 mM ATP, 1 mM MgCl2, immo epimerase 1% (w/v).

aldolase showed a lower yield of 70 mg enzyme/g carrier (octadecyl methacrylate) and between 10–30 mg enzyme/g carrier for the other evaluated carriers.

The activity of the immobilized enzymes was analyzed in small scale batch experiments with a reaction volume of 1 mL. The carrier was filtered and a defined amount of each carrier was weighed out for the reaction. After the addition of the substrate, samples were taken over the course of time and the specific activity was calculated (Figure 3 and Figure 4).

The product formation of the immobilized epimerase on amino methacrylate reveals the lowest calculated specific activity compared to other utilized carriers with less than 20 U/g carrier. The highest specific activity was achieved with two epoxy-functionalized carriers (epoxy butyl methacrylate and polymethacrylic DVB) with over 100 U/g carrier. The aldolase reveals the highest activities immobilized on amino methacrylate with about 25 U/g carrier. Compared to this, the results of all other specific activities were lower with less than 10 U/g carrier. Here the epoxy butyl methacrylate and the macroporous styrene carrier reveal slightly more activity with more than 5 U/g carrier compared to the others with less than 5 U/g carrier.

The selection of the most suitable carrier for the immobilization is important for the loading yield of the enzyme on the
carrier and the yield of the activity. Both enzymes show the best performance on different materials (epimerase: epoxy butyl methacrylate and aldolase: amino methacrylate). The microenvironment and material surrounding the enzyme have a significant influence on the enzyme activity [30].

For reusability studies, the three most appropriate carriers were selected and analyzed with respect to the activity of the immobilized enzymes. Reusability was investigated by repetitive batch experiments with up to 5% (w/v) carrier, which is within a range of industrial application of immobilized enzymes in a batch mode [31]. The immobilized epimerase showed in the application in repetitive batches the slightest activity loss using the epoxy methacrylate carrier (Figure 5). For the other analyzed activities on the different carriers, the activity loss was much higher, 60% when using epoxy butyl methacrylate and 90% when polymethacrylate DVB was used.

The reusability of the immobilized aldolase was analyzed with amino methacrylate, epoxy butyl methacrylate, and macroporous styrene (Figure 6). All carriers show high suitability for repeated application with the highest loss of activity (35%) for the epoxy butyl methacrylate carrier and macroporous styrene carrier (25%).

Both enzymes showed a suitable reusability in the recycling study. Due to the measured activity, epoxy methacrylate was chosen as carrier for the epimerase and amino methacrylate for the aldolase. The immobilized enzymes were analyzed regarding their reusability over a large number of 50 repetitive batches (Figure 7) and for their stability under storage, and reaction conditions (Table 2).

After 50 repetitive batches, both enzymes show almost no loss of activity in the recycling study. The residual activity remains in a range around the initial activity, indicating a high robustness of the selected preparations (Figure 7). The high fluctuation of the relative activity values can be explained by the addition of several measurement errors. Besides the normal standard deviation, a number of other errors affect the results, such as the storage of the immobilized enzymes, the irregularity of carrier washing after the application, the removal of the buffer
before application, as well as the sample collection, and sample preparation for the analytics. For further analysis, long-term studies were carried out to analyze the stability in relation to different storage conditions such as the influence of moisture as well as temperature and mechanical stress. The stability of the immobilized enzymes during storage and application is an important criterion for the economic use of the enzyme. Therefore, immobilized enzyme aliquots were stored under four different conditions: filtered and cooled at 6 °C, with buffer at 6 °C, without buffer and shaking at 40 °C, and with buffer at 40 °C and shaking at 1000 rpm. During the storage period the activity was measured under standard activity conditions. By calculating of the residual activity, the stability was calculated by exponential fitting [32]. Due to inadequate correlation of the exponential fit to determine the deactivation, a half-life time could not be calculated for all stability tests. In these cases, the loss of activity was minor and a fit by deactivation was not possible. During the experimental period the activity decreased by less than 50%. For the immobilized enzymes stored in buffer with cooling no significant loss of activity was observed during the investigated period of 179 days (immo aldolase) or 173 days (immo epimerase) (Table 2). For the immobilized aldolase, no difference in stability was detected during storage of the filtered carrier with residual moisture or the wet-stored carrier in buffer (>179 days). For the immobilized epimerase, a high loss of stability was observed up to a half-life of about 87 days without buffer, whereas the wet-stored carrier had a half-life of >173 days. The residual moisture of the carrier after filtration is also dependent on the pore sizes. The smaller pore sizes of the 300–600 nm carrier (ECR8204F), used for epimerase immobilization, may not ensure that the enzyme is surrounded by sufficient liquid for an extended storage period. As a result, the activity of the epimerase gets lost. In contrast, almost no loss of activity was observed for the carrier ECR8309F with larger pore sizes (600–1200 nm) that was used for the aldolase immobilization, suggesting that the residual content of moisture significantly influences the stability of the immobilized enzyme. The strongest influence on the stability is evoked by the heating of the immobilized enzymes. A reduction of the half-life time to 39 days or 58 days for the immobilized epimerase and aldolase, respectively, is observed when a continuous temperature exposure is applied. The mechanical stress of shaking the immobilized enzyme decreases the stability by about 20% compared to the reference study without shaking. From the stability investigations, it can be concluded that both selected enzyme preparations have adequate stability for the continuous application under high pressure.

Kinetics

Reaction kinetics were first measured for the immobilized epimerase. In the absence of inhibitors or backward reactions, the reaction rate can be modelled as a Michaelis–Menten rate expression. The Michaelis–Menten equation was used to fit the reaction rates at different substrate concentrations for different pressures in Figure 8. The resulting kinetic parameters are listed with 95% confidence intervals in Table 3.

The influence of pressure on the inhibition by pyruvate was measured and is shown in Figure 9.

The value for the inhibition constant is in the same order of magnitude as results of other groups, measured at ambient pressure (0.146 ± 0.019 mol/L [5]). Since the $K_I$ value changes with pressure (Table 4), the concentrations were kept constant and only the pressure was varied, resulting in the reactions rates shown in Figure 10 (left). By rearranging the rate expression and inserting the previously calculated kinetic parameters, the inhibition constant was calculated (Figure 10 (right)).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conditions of stability experiment</th>
<th>immo epimerase $\tau_{1/2}$ [d]</th>
<th>immo aldolase $\tau_{1/2}$ [d]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 °C, w/o buffer</td>
<td>87</td>
<td>&gt;179*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 °C, with buffer</td>
<td>&gt;173*</td>
<td>&gt;179*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 °C, with buffer</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40 °C, with buffer and shaking</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*No significant loss of activity in the analyzed time of the long-term study.

Figure 7: Recycling study of immobilized epimerase and aldolase. Assay conditions: 100 mM Tris, pH 8, 40 °C, shaking with 1000 rpm, $V = 1 \text{ mL}$. Between the batches the carrier was washed with 100 mM Tris pH 8 and stored until the next application at 4 °C. Reaction conditions: (i) immo epimerase: 100 mM N-acetyl-D-glucosamine, 1 mM ATP, 1 mM MgCl$_2$, 10 g$_{\text{carrier}}$/L, loading: 37.6 mg$_{\text{enzyme}}$/g$_{\text{carrier}}$; (ii) immo aldolase: 100 mM N-acetyl-D-mannosamine, 250 mM pyruvate, 70 g$_{\text{carrier}}$/L, loading: 95.0 mg$_{\text{enzyme}}$/g$_{\text{carrier}}$. 

Table 2: Storage, temperature, and mechanic stability of immobilized epimerase and aldolase.

Table 3: Kinetic parameters from experiments with immobilized epimerase.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pressure [MPa]</th>
<th>$K_M$ [mM]</th>
<th>$a_{sp}$ [µmol/g_carrier/min]</th>
<th>$v_{max}$ [mol/L/min]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.6 ± 0.1</td>
<td>195 ± 26</td>
<td>1324 ± 77</td>
<td>0.37 ± 0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54 ± 3.8</td>
<td>208 ± 34</td>
<td>1400 ± 104</td>
<td>0.41 ± 0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>110 ± 9.3</td>
<td>193 ± 93</td>
<td>1388 ± 47</td>
<td>0.39 ± 0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The error given for pressure is the median average difference. The error given for the kinetic parameters indicates the confidence interval (95%) in the regression.

Table 4: Determined inhibition constant for pyruvate for the immobilized epimerase.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pressure [MPa]</th>
<th>$K_I$ [mM]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>108 ± 21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>42</td>
<td>67 ± 11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>43 ± 10</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The error given for the kinetic parameter indicates the confidence interval (95%) in the regression.

Figure 8: Measured reaction rates of the immobilized epimerase. The dashed line is the fit according to the Michaelis–Menten equation. Conditions: 40 °C, flow rates: 1.6 MPa at 2 mL/min, 54 MPa and 110 MPa at 1.8 mL/min, reactor volume: 0.21 mL, 10 mM potassium phosphate buffer 7.50, 1 mM ATP, 1 mM MgCl$_2$, 55 mg particles loaded with epimerase.

Figure 9: Measured reaction rate of the immobilized epimerase as a function of pyruvate and pressure. Dashed lines are fitted to a competitive inhibition model. Conditions: 40 °C, volume flow: 2 mL/min, 440 mM GlcNAc, 100 mM buffer, 0.21 mL reactor volume, 2.25 min waited for steady state, 57 mg particles loaded with epimerase.

The change in molar volume introduced by the coupling of pyruvate to the enzyme was calculated by using the exponential fit. The calculated value is $-12.9 ± 5.5$ mL/mol (the values at 50 MPa and 89 MPa were considered as outliers and not included in the calculation).

Kinetic studies of the immobilized aldolase show an increase in affinity of pyruvate towards the enzyme (Figure 11). The calculated $K_M$ values are $91 ± 45$ mM and $37 ± 10$ mM at 2 MPa and 115 MPa, respectively. A volume change for the binding of pyruvate to the enzyme of 20 mL/mol was calculated from the change in the Michaelis–Menten constant. The calculated kinetic parameters are listed in Table 5. Since Neu5Ac is acidic,
Figure 11: Measured kinetics of the aldolase when varying the pyruvate and ManNAc concentration (given in mM) at different pressures. Reaction conditions: 40 °C, flow rate: 1.5–2 mL/min, reactor volume: 0.70 mL, 100 mM potassium phosphate buffer (pH 7.50), 179.80 mg particles loaded with aldolase. Immobilisate was pestled.

Table 5: Calculated kinetic parameters at ambient and high pressure. Rate expression adopted from Groher et al. [8].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2 MPa</th>
<th>115 MPa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Forward reactions</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_{sp,max}$ [U/gcarrier]</td>
<td>650 ± 150</td>
<td>630 ± 130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{M,ManNAc}$ [mM]</td>
<td>230 ± 110</td>
<td>320 ± 120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{M,Pyr}$ [mM]</td>
<td>91 ± 45</td>
<td>37 ± 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Backward reactions</strong></td>
<td>2.5 MPa</td>
<td>93 MPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K_{M,Neu}$ [mM]</td>
<td>650 ± 300</td>
<td>365 ± 260</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$a_{sp,max}$ [U/gcarrier]</td>
<td>743 ± 230</td>
<td>403 ± 170</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

200 mM buffer solution with the addition of K$_2$HPO$_4$ was used to neutralize the solution to pH 7.2. Using the Haldane relation, the calculated equilibrium constants were 27 L/mol and 48 L/mol at 2 MPa and 115 MPa, respectively.

Circulation reactor
If the position of the equilibrium is to be investigated, high residence times and small flow rates are needed. Since the pressure drop across a capillary depends on the flow rate, it was not possible to build up sufficient pressure when investigating the equilibrium. For this reason, the fixed-bed reactor was changed into a circular reactor (Figure 12). In this set-up the flow rate can be set (almost) freely to achieve the desired pressure (mixing time is affected when the flow rate is low).

Position of equilibrium
The position of the equilibrium was determined using the circular reactor. The ratio of product and substrates was calculated for each sample and converged to the equilibrium constant under the given conditions.
The equilibrium constant for the first reaction (one-to-one) was insensitive to pressure. For the second reaction (aldolase), the calculated equilibrium constant is shown in Figure 13. Since this reaction step is a two-to-one-reaction, a reduction in molar volume was expected, resulting in a positive influence of pressure (principle of Le Chatelier). The change in volume was calculated as $-16.0 \pm 1.2 \text{ mL/mol}$.

Both immobilisates were added into one reactor and GlcNAc and Pyr were added as substrates to produce Neu5Ac. The resulting progress curve is shown in Figure 14. In order to measure changes in concentration with a high resolution, a high working volume was selected and the enzyme concentrations were reduced, leading to a slower conversion. Pressure was then varied, resulting in a change in substrate and product concentration, indicating that the system was sensitive to pressure.

Figure 14 shows the two advantages of the high-pressure circular reactor over a pressurized batch reactor: First, samples can be taken without the use of special pressure valves. Second, the pressure can be changed while the reaction is ongoing. If pressure is only changed up to 30 MPa, the operation can continue. If larger changes in pressure are required, the pump can be shut down, capillaries added or removed and the pump turned on again, resulting in a minimal downtime.

The combined reaction was, like the aldolase reaction, positively influenced by pressure. This was shown by the ratio of product to substrates (with the equilibrium constant $K$ as the asymptote), as well as conversion, selectivity, and yield (Table 6). While the conversion, selectivity, and yield depend on the ratio $\text{GlcNAc} / (\text{GlcNAc} + \text{Pyr})$.

### Table 6: Changes in conversion, selectivity, and yield at different pressures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Pressure [MPa]</th>
<th>Conversion [%]</th>
<th>Selectivity [%]</th>
<th>Yield [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>9.6</td>
<td>57.9</td>
<td>81.9</td>
<td>47.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>60.8</td>
<td>60.4</td>
<td>82.7</td>
<td>50.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>95.0</td>
<td>63.9</td>
<td>84.7</td>
<td>54.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a* Same reaction conditions as in Figure 14.
of substrates, the equilibrium constant can also be used for other ratios.

Conclusion
An epimerase and an aldolase were investigated to continuously produce N-acetylneuraminic acid under high pressure. Both enzymes were successfully immobilized with high stability and used to catalyze a reaction starting from N-acetyl-\(\beta\)-glucosamine and pyruvate. In addition, pressure up to 130 MPa was used to increase the conversion by 6.0%, the selectivity by 2.8%, and the yield by 6.7% (from 37.9% to 63.9%, 81.9% to 84.7%, and 47.4% to 54.1%, respectively). The increase in the value of the equilibrium constant with pressure suggests a reduction in molar volume. The circular reactor setup allowed for easy sampling and enabled the analysis of the resulting progress curve. The findings for the epimerase indicate that some inconspicuous reactions, such as the inhibition by pyruvate, can be influenced by pressure. In both reactions pyruvate showed increased affinity towards the investigated enzymes. Given the metabolic importance of pyruvate [33-35], it may be of interest to test different pyruvate converting enzymes if this trend is confirmed.

Experimental Methodology
Genes and expression strains
The gene of the epimerase (N-acyl-\(\beta\)-glucosamine 2-epimerase, EC 5.1.3.8) from *Pedobacter heparinus* was ordered as codon optimized gBlocks gene fragment (Integrated DNA Technologies, Leuven, Belgium). The gene for the aldolase (N-acetyleneuraminate lyase, EC 4.1.3.3) was amplified from the genomic DNA of *Escherichia coli* K12. The genes of the enzymes were cloned into the expression vector pETDuet-1™ (Novagen®, Merck KGaA, Darmstadt, Germany). For expression *E. coli* BL21 (DE3) strains were used.

Enzyme immobilization
For analysis of enzyme immobilization, six different carriers with different properties of a screening kit were used (ECRKIT1, Purolite Lifetech, Duisburg, Germany). Three carriers that bind the enzyme through absorption (ECR1030M, ECR8806F, ECR1090M), two carriers with epoxy functional groups for covalent immobilization (ECR8204F, ECR8806F), and one amino-functionalized carrier for covalent immobilization (ECR8309F). For all immobilizations, a 20 mM sodium phosphate buffer with a pH of 7.4 was used as immobilization buffer. All filtration steps were executed using a membrane pump (Membrane pump ME 2C NT, Vacuubrandt GMBH & Co. KG, Wertheim, Germany) with bottle topper filter (Nalgene™, Thermo Fisher Scientific GmbH, Schwerte, Germany), and membrane filters (3 \(\mu\)m) (Sartorius AG, Göttingen, Germany). The carriers were equilibrated with immobilization buffer at a carrier to buffer ratio of 1:1 (w/v). For the amino methacrylate carrier (ECR8309F), a further step of activation was performed with 2% glutaraldehyde solution 1:4 (w/v). After addition of the 2% glutaraldehyde solution, the mixture was incubated for 1 h at room temperature under slow rotation at 8 rpm using a sample mixer (MXIC1 sample mixer, Dynal Biotech Ltd., Bromborough, UK). Afterwards, the activated carrier was filtered and carefully washed with immobilization buffer. For immobilization, the buffer of purified enzymes (150 mM imidazol, 300 mM NaCl, 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer pH 7.4) was exchanged to the immobilization buffer using ultracentrifuge units with 10 kDa Cut-off (Sartorius Vivaspin™, Göttingen, Germany). The unbuffered enzymes were mixed with the different carriers (epimerase: 89.5 mg\_enzyme/\text{g carrier}: aldolase: 83.9 mg\_enzyme/\text{g carrier}) and incubated at 25 °C under slow rotation at 8 rpm using a sample mixer (MXIC1 sample mixer, Dynal Biotech Ltd., Bromborough, UK). After 18 h the rotation of the immobilization with the epoxide-functionalized carrier (ECR8204F, ECR8806F) was stopped and incubated for further 20 h at 25 °C. The immobilization process for the other carrier was stopped after 18 h (ECR8309F) and 24 h (ECR1030M, ECR8806F, ECR1090M). The carriers with immobilized enzymes were filtered and the filtrate was collected for protein quantification. Afterwards, the carriers were washed twice with immobilization buffer containing 0.5 M NaCl 1:1 (w/v) and three times with immobilization buffer 1:1 (w/v). They were stored afterwards refrigerated at 6 °C.

Activity assays
To compare the activities of both enzymes, a standard activity assay was used for the free and immobilized enzymes. For the epimerase, the reaction conditions were 100 mM Tris, pH 8, 40 °C, 100 mM N-acyl-\(\beta\)-glucosamine, 1 mM adenosine triphosphate, 1 mM MgCl₂, and 10 g/L immobilized enzyme or 2.5 mg/L free enzyme, respectively. For the aldolase, the reaction conditions were 100 mM Tris, pH 8, 40 °C, 100 mM N-acyl-\(\alpha\)-mannosamine, 250 mM pyruvate, and 50 g/L immobilized enzyme or 100 mg/L free enzyme, respectively.

Repetitive batch study
Reusability was analyzed in 2 mL micro reaction tubes, using 10 mg immobilized epimerase (in triplicate) or 70 mg immobilized aldolase (in duplicate), respectively. The reactions were started by adding 1 mL substrate solution, run for 30 min, and analyzed for product formation. Afterwards, the remaining substrate was removed, and the carriers were washed twice with 100 mM Tris pH 8, and used for the next cycle or stored at 6 °C for the next experiment. For each enzyme, 50 repetitive batches were analyzed.
Stability study
For stability investigations, samples (10 mg immobilized epimerase or 50 mg immobilized aldolase) in 2 mL micro reaction tubes were stored under four different conditions: Storage with residual moisture (immobilized enzyme after filtration under vacuum) at 6 °C. Storage in 20 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.5 at 6 °C and 40 °C, respectively and storage at 40 °C while shaking at 1000 rpm. Enzyme activity was measured at regular intervals over the storage period. For each measuring point, the initial activity was analyzed using a standard activity assay.

High-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC)
For quantification of the product N-acetylneuraminic acid, an Agilent HPLC system connected with a variable wavelength detector at 210 nm was used. Separation was realized with a Nucleogel Sugar 810H column (Macherey Nagel, Düren, Germany). The injection was set to 10 µL and compounds were eluted with an isocratic flow of 0.1% phosphoric acid at 30 °C. The retention order was N-acetylneuraminic acid (8.1 min), pyruvate (9.5 min), and N-acetylglucosamine (11.1 min).

Enzymatic quantification of N-acetyl-d-mannosamine
The quantification of ManNAc for the epimerase activity was realized with an enzymatic quantification assay as described in Klermund et al. using N-acylmannosamine 1-dehydrogenase (ManDH, EC. 1.1.1.233) [36]. The assay was performed in 100 mM Tris-HCl pH 8 containing up to 0.2 mM ManNAc, 2 mM NAD, and 0.05 mM ManDH solution with 3 kU/mL. After starting the reaction, the mixture was incubated at room temperature for 30 minutes. The resulting NADH concentration was measured with an Eppendorf spectrophotometer at 340 nm.

High-pressure set-up
An HPLC pump (Nexera X2 LC-30AD) by Shimadzu Deutschland (Duisburg, Germany) was used in order to generate a steady flow. All given pressures were measured by the pump. For the reactor, an emptied UHPLC column (length 50 mm, ID 3 mm) by ISERA GmbH (Düren, Germany) was filled with immobilized enzymes and pressure was built up via capillaries with a smaller inner diameter (50 µm).

If the position of the equilibrium was investigated, high residence times were required, resulting in low flow rates and pressure built-up. To circumvent this bottle neck, a circular reactor was designed. A flow rate can be chosen in order to achieve the desired pressure (usually 1.7–2 mL/min). Another advantage is the reduction of film diffusion on the carriers.

A key advantage of this setup is that sampling and reaction at high pressure can occur simultaneously and progress curves can be measured in one reactor. Prior publications investigating high-pressure batch reactors required to conduct several experiments and stop the reaction at different times [22,37]. Moreover, the circular reactor allows for a change in pressure via the back pressure regulator. A magnetic stirrer was used to mix the fluid in a vessel from which the pump draws its feed.

Chemicals
All compounds were ordered from Biosynth Carbosynth (United Kingdom) and used without further purification. Buffer preparation: potassium phosphate buffer: 5.3 mL of 0.2 M potassium dihydrogenphosphate (KH₂PO₄) with 94.7 mL of 0.2 M potassium hydrogenphosphate (K₂HPO₄) in 100 mL water resulting in 200 mL of 100 mM solution. The pH was measured and afterwards adjusted to pH 7.50 or 8.00 by adding more potassium dihydrogen- or monohydrogenphosphate solution. 1 M Tris buffer: 121.14 g tris(hydroxymethyl)aminomethane was dissolved in 800 mL H₂O, the volume was filled up to 1 L with H₂O, and the pH value adjusted with HCl.

Analytics
For HPLC analysis the method according to Zimmermann [5] was used as a starting point, resulting in the use of a Eurocat H type (KNAUER Wissenschaftliche Geräte GmbH (Berlin, Germany)) in an HPLC system (0.8 mL/min, column temperature 65 °C, 55 °C for refraction index, 5 mM H₂SO₄ as eluent). The retention order was N-acetylneuraminic acid (14 min), pyruvate (15.5 min), N-acetyl-n-mannosamine (19 min), and N-acetyl-n-glucosamine (20 min).

Enzymatic bed
The packing of the enzymatic bed was achieved via sedimentation of the particles. First, the reactor was filled with buffer solution. Then, a slurry of particles was prepared in buffer solution (10 or 100 mM KP₂ i buffer at pH 7.5) and taken up using a syringe. The syringe was then placed on top of the reactor forming a water bridge and allowing the particles to sediment. Once the reactor was filled, it was shaken to allow the bed to settle and refilled, if needed. Once the bed was packed, buffer solution was pumped through to compress the material. The reactor was then opened and new particles were added until the whole space was occupied.

Residence time distribution
In order to verify that this method yields similar packed beds, the residence time distribution (RTD) was measured and compared. The pump, autosampler, and refraction index (RI) detector were used to measure the RTD (HPLC 1100er Series by Agilent). Five µL of a 10 mM buffer were used as a tracer. 576
with an injection rate of 1 mL/min, resulting in a rapid injection. The flow rate was set to 0.1, 0.35, and 0.5 mL/min. The RI was used to measure the refraction approximately twice a second.

The tracer was injected via an autosampler and measured using a RI detector (KNAUER Wissenschaftliche Geräte GmbH, Berlin, Germany). At a flow rate of 0.35 mL/min, a mean residence time of 1.5 ± 0.01 min was calculated. The mean residence time of the system itself needs to be considered and was determined to be 0.801 ± 0.003 min.

The residence time distribution of the reactor was calculated assuming that the cumulative distributions are additive with respect to time. The obtained distribution of the reactor was convoluted with the distribution of the system and a result similar to the measured distribution of both was obtained (Figure 15).

The mean residence time was 0.7 min (as opposed to 1 min, obtained by dividing the whole reactor volume by the flow rate) when particles with the original size distribution were used. Since the diameter of the original particles is 0.5 mm and the inner diameter of the reactor is only 3 mm, wall effects occur [38,39].

When pestled particles were used, the mean residence time was 0.66 min by pumping 0.21 mL/min through a reactor volume of 0.21 mL. When using pestled particles, the residence time distribution is assumed to be narrow because the residence time distribution (RTD) of the system and of the whole setup are similar in shape and just shifted in time. Integration was conducted using Matlab 2017a and 2018a using the trapz function. The given values for τ do not account for the porosity of the packed bed. They are calculated via Equation 1

\[ \tau = \frac{V}{\dot{V}}, \]

with \( V \) as the volume of the empty reactor and \( \dot{V} \) as the volumetric flow rate.

**Kinetics**

To investigate the influence of pressure on the selected reaction, a continuously operated fixed-bed reactor filled with immobilized enzyme was used (Figure 16). By setting a high flow rate, the determination of the reaction rate is possible via initial rate measurement. The pressure was built up using capillaries with small inner diameters (25 µm and 50 µm according to the law of Hagen–Poiseuille [40]).

The fixed bed reactor was utilized to investigate the reaction kinetics. The RDT of the fixed bed reactor was calculated...
following Equation 2 and used to calculate the mean residence time according to Equation 3.

\[ E(t) = \frac{S(t)}{\int S(t) \, dt}, \quad (2) \]

\[ \bar{T} = \int t \cdot E(t) \, dt, \quad (3) \]

with \( E \) as the residence time distribution, \( S \) as the signal, and \( \bar{T} \) as the mean residence time.

The RDT was measured by placing the reactor into an HPLC, replacing the regular separation column. Hereby, the mean residence time of the reactor was calculated to be 66% of the quotient of reactor volume and flow rate.

When kinetic parameters were calculated by regression, the error given corresponds to the 95% confidence interval. All particles were pestled to remove potential diffusion limitations. All experiments were conducted at 40 °C and in potassium phosphate buffer. Since the pump is intended for UHPLC applications, a mixing chamber was installed for up to four eluents. In this study, the mixing chamber was used to change the concentration of the substrate to measure the reaction rate. A UV detector was used to ensure the homogeneity of the fluid generated by the mixing chamber. The order of concentrations was randomized to avoid systematic carry over to the next experiment.

The reaction rate (\( \nu \)) was calculated according to Equation 4, using the product concentration (\( c_{\text{ManNAc}} \)), the hydraulic residence time (\( \tau \)), and the volume fraction (\( f_V \)).

\[ \nu = \frac{c_{\text{ManNAc}}}{f_V \cdot \tau}, \quad (4) \]

The volume fraction was determined to be 0.66 for pestled particles (as shown in the section about residence time distribution).

**Equilibrium**

Equation 5 describes the relationship between the equilibrium constant, change in molar volume, and pressure and was already applied in high-pressure investigations of enzymes [41]:

\[ K(p) = K(0 \text{ MPa}) \cdot \exp\left\{ -\frac{\Delta V}{RT} \cdot P \right\}, \quad (5) \]

with \( K \) as the equilibrium constant, \( \Delta V \) as the change in molar volume, \( R \) as the ideal gas constant, \( T \) as temperature, and \( P \) as pressure. Equation 5 was also used for the pressure dependency of the inhibition constant.

Conversion is calculated according to Equation 6 via a closed mass balance with \( c_{\text{GlcNAC}}(0) = c_{\text{GlcNAC}}(t) + c_{\text{ManNAc}}(t) \),

\[ X(t) = \frac{c_{\text{ManNAc}}(t)}{c_{\text{GlcNAC}}(t) + c_{\text{ManNAc}}(t)}. \quad (6) \]

For a reaction with different products or a sequence of reactions, selectivity is calculated using the product concentration following Equation 7:

\[ S(t) = \frac{c_{\text{Neu5Ac}}(t)}{c_{\text{ManNAc}}(t) + c_{\text{Neu5Ac}}(t)}. \quad (7) \]
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Rapid gas–liquid reaction in flow. Continuous synthesis and production of cyclohexene oxide
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Abstract
The enhanced reaction rate in the epoxidation of cyclohexene with air as an oxidant was discovered without any added catalyst utilizing a continuous flow reactor constructed with readily available stainless steel parts and devices. This continuous-flow process demonstrates a significant improvement in reaction time for highly selective epoxide production over the batch process due to the efficient mass transfer between the liquid phase and air. The flow process discovered was operated continuously with good operational stability, evaluated by a constant high yield of cyclohexene oxide, to obtain the desired product with high productivity.

Introduction
From the past to the present, organic synthesis has contributed to the development of science and technology. With the rapid advances in the 21st century, increasing demand for organic synthesis has led to a strong need for faster and more sophisticated methods.

The gas–liquid reaction is one of the organic synthetic methods of importance because gases are one of the promising reagents concerning environmental aspects. Demands for the use of gases for constructing various functional organic materials should be increased if a reliable and powerful technique for gas-liquid reaction is established. In a conventional batch process, a faster reaction with good efficiency should be pursued either by pressurizing the reaction system filled with gas using an autoclave or by introducing gas into the reaction mixture with bubbling [1]. Thinking about the implementation of gas–liquid reactions, especially at the industrial manufacturing level, the conventional batch technique has irreconcilable limitations.

Cyclohexene oxide is one of the key starting materials for manufacturing various functional organic compounds and materials such as polymers and chiral organic compounds with cyclohexane moiety [2-6]. Thus, an efficient and fast synthetic method for the production of cyclohexene oxide is highly desired to be developed, taking sustainability for the environment and our society into consideration. The general synthetic
procedure for cyclohexene oxide is the epoxidation of cyclohexene [7,8]. Among various oxidizing agents used in the oxidation, a combination of molecular oxygen and aldehydes as a sacrificial agent has been widely studied [9]. However, in general, such a reaction in batch is slow due to the difficulties of performing a gas–liquid reaction in a batch reactor [10]. In addition, even valuable catalysts could not accelerate the reaction with good efficiency [11,12].

The continuous flow technology has brought a dramatic change and new aspects in organic synthesis [13-23] and has been noticed to provide significant improvement in gas–liquid reactions [24,25]. Thus, we envisioned that such a technology should make the gas–liquid-type epoxidation of cyclohexene using air as a green gaseous reagent faster with good efficiency to synthesize important organic compounds. Previous reports on reactions in a flow system using air as a green reactant [26,27] and epoxidations in a flow system using oxidants other than air [28-30] encouraged us to develop a highly productive flow system with air. Herein, we report that rapid gas–liquid oxidation of cyclohexene with air in the presence of isobutyraldehyde as a sacrificial agent to synthesize cyclohexene oxide is successfully achieved by using a flow technique (Scheme 1). Cyclohexene oxide was selectively produced with high yield in our flow oxidation system using air and within only 1.4 min. The fast epoxidation of cyclohexene without added catalyst in the solution was achieved since the solution of cyclohexene and aldehyde in 1,2-dichloroethane and air could react efficiently inside a pressurized microfluidic channel at high temperature in the flow microreactor. It is important to be noted that precise control of reaction temperature and residence time in our flow system are keys to inhibit overreactions in cyclohexene oxidation and decomposition of oxidants generated from air and aldehyde. Furthermore, the fast epoxidation is applicable for the continuous production process of cyclohexene oxide for 1 hour maintaining stable operation.

![Scheme 1: Synthesis of cyclohexene oxide via epoxidation with air in the presence of isobutyraldehyde.](image)

**Results and Discussion**

**Batch experiment of epoxidation of cyclohexene with air**

As an initial study, we carried out the oxidation of cyclohexene with air using a typical batch-type apparatus. The similar reaction conditions described in the reference were followed to compare the epoxidation with air to that with oxygen [10]. 3 equivalents of isobutyraldehyde were used and the concentration of cyclohexene in 1,2-dichloroethane was set to 0.065 M (see the reaction scheme in Figure 1). The air was introduced into the reaction mixture by bubbling from an air cylinder under atmospheric pressure. The reaction was investigated at different reaction temperatures of 40, 60, and 80 °C (Figure 1). The experiment was carefully carried out using a pear-shaped flask equipped with a reflux condenser cooled to −15 °C to avoid the loss of relatively volatile organic compounds in the reaction mixture. In the reaction at 40 °C, the reaction was very slow to yield the product in less than 20% yield within 270 min. This indicates that the cyclohexene oxidation with air can be hardly promoted at the temperature although the same reaction using bubbling of oxygen yielded cyclohexene oxide in 84% yield (GC) at 40 °C for 270 min [10]. When the reaction was performed with air at 60 °C, a significant increase in yield of the epoxide was observed to reach about 75% after 270 min but no more improvement was achieved. Then, the reaction was carried out at an elevated temperature of 80 °C, resulting in a decreased yield of the epoxide within 270 min as compared to the reaction at 60 °C. This result stemmed from the lowered solubility of air in a solvent at a high temperature to produce peracid from the reaction of aldehyde and oxygen insufficiently, and the epoxidation was deaccelerated. The experimental results revealed that aerobic epoxidation of cyclohexene in a batch reactor required a longer reaction time than 3 h to reach the maximum yield but a moderate yield of the epoxide.

The reaction under pressure requires an extensive pressurizing reactor such as an autoclave. Safety issues, however, would be unavoidable. Introducing gas as a bubble in the reaction mixture is a well-used method to increase the interfacial contact area [1]. However, thinking about the implementation of gas–liquid reactions at the industrial manufacturing level, the conventional batch technique has irreconcilable limitations.

Consequently, the batch operation has definite limitations to meet the demand to establish a highly productive process for industrial manufacturing.

**Investigation of epoxidation of cyclohexene with air in continuous flow system**

The flow system for the cyclohexene epoxidation with air was constructed and an investigation of flow conditions, temperature, and residence time was conducted. Subsequently, continuous production of cyclohexene oxide and further investigation to enhance the productivity in the flow system were conducted as described below.
Figure 1: Epoxidation of cyclohexene with air bubbling in batch at various temperature.

Experimental setup
As shown in Figure 2, the system was constructed using commercially available stainless-steel tubing, mixer, joint parts, and devices. For a reactor, widely-used 1/8 inch stainless-steel tubing with a relatively large inner diameter (2.17 mm) was used to establish a readily applicable flow system for industrial use. A solution of cyclohexene and isobutyraldehyde in 1,2-dichloroethane was pumped out by a diaphragm pump. The concentration of cyclohexene in 1,2-dichloroethane was set to 0.065 M for the initial study and three equivalents of isobutyraldehyde were dissolved in the solution. While the solution was sent to the flow reactor at the flow rate of 2.6 mL/min, the air was at the flow rate of 480 mL/min with keeping the molar ratio of aldehyde and oxygen to 1:9. The liquid and gas phases were combined at a T-shaped mixer with a 1 mm inner diameter and flowed through a stainless-steel tube reactor immersed in heated silicon oil for reaction temperature control. The inner pressure was maintained at 0.9 MPa using a back pressure regulator (BPR). The reaction solution was cooled to ambient temperature in a water bath at the position right before BPR and collected in a sample vial. The solution was then immediately diluted with deuterated chloroform for $^1$H NMR analysis.

Investigation of the temperature effect
Initially, we set out our research by investigating the effect of temperature on the epoxidation reaction at a residence time of 0.35 min (Figure 3). The temperature range tested was from 40 °C to 120 °C at intervals of 20 °C. At 40 °C, no epoxide was produced in spite of about 20% conversion of cyclohexene. When the temperature was elevated from 40 to 100 °C in increments of 20 °C, conversion and yield increased up to 73% and 47%, respectively at 100 °C. The yield was, however, no more improved from 47% at 100 °C by elevating the temperature to 120 °C even with the highest conversion of 90% attained, indicating the undesired reaction could take place to reduce the epoxide output at 120 °C. The efficiency of the reaction towards the desired epoxidation was clearly demonstrated by calculating the ratio of yield over conversion as black dots in Figure 3. As a result, the highest yield/conversion ratio for epoxidation was obtained in the reaction at 100 °C which is the temperature of choice for the following optimization of the flow epoxidation.

Investigation of the residence time
The residence time of the flow epoxidation was examined at 100 °C from 0.35 to 2 min (Figure 4). Both conversion of
Figure 2: Schematic diagram (a) and photo (b) of the flow reactor used for cyclohexene epoxidation with air. IBA = isobutyraldehyde.

Figure 3: Investigation of reaction temperature in flow epoxidation of cyclohexene at residence time of 0.35 min.
cyclohexene and yield of cyclohexene oxide increased as residence time elongated from 0.35 to 1.4 min. However, a drastic decrease in both values was observed at a residence time of 2 min. This result indicates that the epoxide was generated efficiently at a proper residence time, which could be explored readily by performing the reaction in a continuous flow system. To the best of our knowledge, this is for the first time to achieve the epoxidation of cyclohexene using air within only 1.4 min by carefully avoiding any unwanted release which could result in a hazardous situation. In our flow conditions, the volume of air is remarkably higher than that of the solution (480 mL/min of air vs 2.6 mL/min of solution). Although we have no clear evidence for now, the solution could form a very thin layer due to plug-type flow. In such a case, the interfacial area is greatly enlarged in the flow reactor due to the high volume-to-surface ratio. Thus, very efficient contact between reactants in solution and air was achieved to enhance the reaction remarkably. Furthermore, the volume and inner pressure of the reactor were readily and precisely controlled even at the elevated reaction temperature. Consequently, the operation of the gas–liquid oxidation even with air in the flow reactor definitely paved the way for a green and fast oxidation process.

Based on the mechanisms reported in the literature [11,31], we hypothesized the plausible reaction mechanism in our flow system as shown in Scheme 2. Firstly, the peracid 6 was generated via the autoxidation process of aldehyde (reaction 1), which rapidly oxidized coexisting cyclohexene to produce cyclohexene oxide as a major product along with isobutyric acid 4 (reaction 2). Although we did not quantify whether the polymerization of epoxide 3 might proceed when the residence time was elongated, leading to a significant decrease in the yield of cyclohexene oxide (Supporting Information File 1, Figure S2) [32]. Overall, we assume that, in our flow system, the highly efficient contact of acyl radical 5 with oxygen during the autoxidation of aldehyde could produce the peracid 6 very readily.
efficiently, which immediately reacts with cyclohexene to generate cyclohexene oxide selectively. This reaction process might take place smoothly and selectively in the microfluidic channel to achieve a high reaction rate.

Verification of continuous production
The above-mentioned exploitation of optimal conditions for flow cyclohexene epoxidation revealed that continuous flow operation of the reaction provides cyclohexene oxide very fast in the highest yield with the best efficiency using green, inexpensive air. Next, we verified the continuous production of the epoxide with the aim of industrial implementation of this synthetic process (Figure 5). The stability of the continuous flow operation was confirmed during the 1-hour operation as follows. The reaction solution flowing out of the exit was collected every 5 min and analyzed immediately by $^1$H NMR. Yields and conversions were plotted against the operation time as shown in Figure 5. As demonstrated clearly, the production of cyclohexene oxide was maintained constant and high during 1-hour operation. As a result, the productivity was integrated to reach 3.7 g/h reliably, determined by $^1$H NMR analysis.

Investigation of the equivalents of isobutyraldehyde and concentration of cyclohexene for further enhancement of cyclohexene productivity
We turned our attention to enhancing the productivity further. It is significantly important for the industrial operation to increase the productivity by reducing the volume of reagents and organic solvents used for safe, low-cost, and environmentally benign operations. Initially, we decided to maintain the key flow conditions such as the flow rate since it severely affects the fluidic interaction inside a flow reactor and thus the reaction efficiency of this type of gas–liquid reaction. Thus, the flow rate of the solution containing cyclohexene, isobutyraldehyde in 1,2-dichloroethane, and the air was set to 2.6 mL/min and 1920 mL/min, respectively, as used for the above-mentioned continuous operation and no change was made throughout the investigation. The results are displayed in Figure 6. At first, the equivalent of aldehyde was reduced from three to two equivalents and 0.26 M solution of cyclohexene was prepared. As compared to the reaction with a 1:3 ratio of cyclohexene and the aldehyde, the flow epoxidation with a 1:2 ratio of that favorably proceeded to achieve higher levels of yield and productivity (97% yield and 3.9 g/h with a 1:2 ratio of cyclohexene to aldehyde vs 93% yield and 3.3 g/h with 1:3 ratio of cyclohexene and aldehyde). We succeeded in reducing the equivalents of aldehyde without any loss of productivity by our approach. Following is the flow operation with the increased concentration such as 0.52 M and 0.78 M with a 1:2 ratio of cyclohexene and aldehyde. As the concentration increased, the productivity of cyclohexene oxide was amplified up to 11.1 g/h, which is 14-fold that obtained from 0.065 M solution of cyclohexene with 3 equivalents of isobutyraldehyde (0.8 g/h). Consequently, a small change in the equivalents of isobutyraldehyde and concentration of cyclohexene in solution delivered about a 14-fold remarkably large enhancement of productivity. Moreover, using a high concentration solution for flow operation enabled minimization of the volume of reagents used.

Figure 5: Continuous production of cyclohexene oxide.
Conclusion
In the present study, we developed the continuous flow system for the aerobic cyclohexene oxide production based on appropriate temperature and residence time control. Moreover, the production of cyclohexene oxide with high yield and selectivity was achieved under the conditions of a very short timescale such as 1.4 min of residence time without added catalyst. Rapid production of cyclohexene oxide in a continuous flow system could be sustained for at least 1 hour with reliable operation stability. In addition, the use of a higher concentration of cyclohexene (1:2 = cyclohexene/isobutyraldehyde in 0.78 M of cyclohexene in solution) results in a remarkable improvement in productivity (11.1 g/h). Further flow condition search will be conducted for developing a highly productive cyclohexene oxide production and other rapid gas-liquid reactions.

Experimental
Procedure for epoxidation of cyclohexene with air bubbling in a batch reactor
The same procedure as described in the literature was followed [5]. A 100 ml two-necked flask equipped with a cooling condenser through which −15 °C cooling solvent was circulated, a solution of isobutyraldehyde (9.75 mmol) and tridecane (as an internal standard) in 1,2-dichloroethane (45 mL) was stirred vigorously with air bubbling at the reaction temperature for 30 min to initiate the peroxide formation. Then, a solution of cyclohexene (3.25 mmol) in 1,2-dichloroethane (5 mL) was added. The inner pressure was released through a thin needle on the top of the condenser. The reaction temperature was controlled either in a water bath or an oil bath.

General procedure for epoxidation of cyclohexene with air in the flow microreactor
A flow microreactor system consisting of a T-shaped micromixer, and one microtube reactor was used for epoxidation of cyclohexene with air. A solution of cyclohexene (0.065 M), isobutyraldehyde (0.195 M), and tridecane as an internal standard in 1,2-dichloroethane (flow rate: 2.6 mL/min) exposed to Ar flow was introduced into a mixer by a plunger pump. Air was introduced into the mixer at the flow rate of 480 mL/min. The resulting mixture was passed through the microtube reactor (ϕ = 2.17 mm, L = 20 m, residence time = 1.4 min) which was immersed in an oil bath. The reaction mixture was then passed through the microtube (ϕ = 2.17 mm, L = 1 m) immersed in a water bath. The resulting solution was collected in a vessel for 1 min, then a small amount of it was immediately diluted with deuterated chloroform and analyzed by 1H NMR to obtain yield and conversion.
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Inductive heating and flow chemistry – a perfect synergy of emerging enabling technologies

Conrad Kuhwald, Sibel Türkhan and Andreas Kirschning

Abstract
Inductive heating has developed into a powerful and rapid indirect heating technique used in various fields of chemistry, but also in medicine. Traditionally, inductive heating is used in industry, e.g., for heating large metallic objects including bending, bonding, and welding pipes. In addition, inductive heating has emerged as a partner for flow chemistry, both of which are enabling technologies for organic synthesis. This report reviews the combination of flow chemistry and inductive heating in industrial settings as well as academic research and demonstrates that the two technologies ideally complement each other.

Introduction
Several decades ago, inductive heating was introduced as an indirect technique in various applications, including industrial manufacturing, synthetic chemistry [1-3], and medicine (Figure 1) [4-7]. Compared to microwave heating [8,9], the other major indirect heating technique, inductive heating has several advantages. Technically, the system is composed of an inductive coil and an alternating current (AC) generator. The material to be heated is usually located in the interior of the coil or in its vicinity, so that the heat is not generated by convection across a surface. Compared to heating under microwave irradiation, the system does not need to be encased for safety reasons. Inductive heating of materials is extremely fast with the best determined power transfer value of all heating technologies [10]. It has therefore found wide industrial application for heating large metallic objects and workpieces. It is used for bending tubes, bonding, welding, sintering, and annealing of metals and alloys [11]. In addition to steel and alloys, glass or silicon are also heated or melted under inductive heating conditions [12]. In the last decade, inductive heating has also been used for bonding, heating rubber, deforming plastic, or shrinking workpieces [13-15]. These materials are not conductive like steel, copper, or alloys, so another mechanism must take hold to introduce heat. This is often achieved by embedding small superparamagnetic ferromagnetic or ferrimagnetic nanoparticles into
these materials. For this purpose, superparamagnetic iron oxide nanoparticles (SPION) are most commonly used, of which the main forms are magnetite ($\text{Fe}_3\text{O}_4$) and its oxidized form maghemite ($\gamma\text{-Fe}_2\text{O}_3$). Although cobalt and nickel are also highly magnetic materials, they are less common due to their inherent toxicity and ease of oxidation.

Another branch of research involving SPIONs focuses on developments in nanoscience, nanomedicine, and nanoparticle-assisted imaging, diagnosis, and drug delivery [4-7], an area that is not covered in this report.

**Review**

1. **Theoretical background of electromagnetic induction**

To better understand the mechanisms of inductive heating, some basic physical principles are first explained. This type of heating depends on various structural, morphological, chemical, and physical properties of the materials to be heated. When a suitable receiver is placed in an alternating electromagnetic field, this energy is converted into heat, apart from minor losses due to convection, conduction, and thermal radiation. This conversion of energy into heat takes place according to three different principles, which depend on the properties of the material.

1.1 Hysteresis loop

The orbital motion and electron spin profile of a material determine its magnetic properties. Ferromagnetic (FM) materials have unpaired electron spins that couple in space and provide a strong magnetic force. However, ferromagnetic materials consist of multiple domains. In a magnetic field, electron spins align within a domain, but commonly not in all domains. As such, ferromagnetic materials consume the energy to grow domains in the direction of the field. However, the multidomain state becomes energetically unfavorable once the material under consideration reaches a certain size such that the energy required to form a domain wall is higher than the energy required to maintain the magnetostatic energy of a single domain. In ferromagnetic single-domain materials, the spins align in the same direction and act as a giant magnetic moment [16,17]. The coupling of these spins to the crystal lattice is called hysteresis. When a magnetic field is applied, the electromagnetic energy of the atoms is transferred to the lattice in the form of heat, which is undesirable for many applications of magnetic materials. This process is therefore referred to as magnetic loss. The amount of energy loss per cycle of magnetic field generation is interpreted as the magnetization of a material in a hysteresis loop, which is defined as magnetic hysteresis loss (Figure 2). It is characterized by three parameters: 1) the saturation magnetization ($M_s$), at which the material reaches its maximum in the magnetic field, 2) the remanent magnetization ($M_r$), which is retained by the material when the magnetic field is removed, and 3) the coercivity ($H_C$), which is the magnetic field required to demagnetize the sample and determines the heat release to the surrounding media. These three parameters are critical to the heat release of magnetic nanoparticles and can vary for different particle types. Coercivity is an inherent property of magnetic nanoparticles that reaches a maximum at a critical diameter of magnetic nanoparticles from multidomain to single domain structures. In hysteresis curves, the area between $M_r$ and $H_C$ is correlated with the energy absorbed per mass. For ferromagnetic materials, the area indicates that their magnetic heating mechanism depends on hysteresis losses.

1.2 Néel relaxation

Magnetic particles consisting of a single domain have a remanent magnetization ($M_r$) of zero; therefore, they lack the hysteresis contribution in the heating process (Figure 2). Their mechanism of electromagnetic energy dissipation is described
by the Néel relaxation mechanism [18]. This phenomenon is called superparamagnetism (SPM) and occurs with decreasing particle size when reaching the nanoscale. The energy barrier of such superparamagnetic nanoparticles to reverse magnetization is directly related to magnetic anisotropy and particle volume [19,20]. In external magnetic fields, these spins rotate in the direction of the magnetic field direction and the axis of magnetic moment fluctuates along the magnetocrystalline anisotropy axis. Néel has described the relationship between the relaxation time of the thermal fluctuations of the magnetic moments of the individual domains and the uniaxial anisotropy. In Néel relaxation, the energy barrier for the remanence of magnetization decreases with smaller particle volume. The Néel relaxation process can be observed in dry, powdered single-domain nanoparticles or in immobilized nanoparticles, e.g., when embedded in tumor tissue.

1.3 Joule effect

Eddy currents or Foucault currents are generated by an oscillating electromagnetic field that penetrates the resistance of a magnetically conducting receiver and releases energy through the Joule effect [21,22]. The heating power in eddy currents is directly correlated with the square of the applied frequency and field amplitude. In contrast to the two previous effects, the distribution of current density is not homogeneous when a conductor is introduced into an oscillating electric current. It decreases exponentially starting from the surface with increasing distance, e.g., into the depth of the material. The fact that the heat is not evenly distributed, but is mainly located on the surface, is called the skin-depth effect. It should be noted that this effect decreases significantly with increasing frequency. Two further parameters to be considered for inductively heated materials are the Curie temperature (TC) and the blocking temperature (TB). They mark the phase transition from ferromagnetic to paramagnetic and from ferromagnetic to superparamagnetic materials, respectively. These values represent the thermal limit up to which the materials can be inductively heated, since above this point they lose their permanent magnetism [23].

2 Inductive heating in industrial applications under flow conditions

2.1 General remarks

Energy efficiency is one of the most important cost factors in industrial processes, especially for high temperature reactions in fixed-bed reactors. In general, conductive particles or (superpara)magnetic nanoparticles are suitable as fixed-bed materials for heat generation by applying an external oscillating electromagnetic field. Due to the high specific surface area of these bulk materials, rapid heat transfer by radio frequency (RF) heating is possible (Figure 3). RF-induced heating offers several advantages for use in high-temperature reactions. Advantageously, the heat is generated directly within the reactors, bypassing the problem of thermal gradients. Another advantage of generating heat directly at or near the catalyst surface arises from the potential for hot spots to form, which can substantially exceed the volume temperature of the surrounding reaction medium and lead to significant accelerations of chemical reactions. It is also important that the reactor wall is not exposed to the high temperatures in this process, which has safety implications. Finally, the desired temperature is reached more quickly compared to convective heating and better temperature control can be ensured, e.g., by IR pyrometers.

2.2 Application of trickle bed reactor systems for isopulegol production

Berenguer-Murcia et al. [25] developed a near isothermal micro trickle bed reactor operated by radiofrequency (RF; 300 kHz) heating of nickel ferrite particles (110 µm) deposited in the fixed bed. To achieve near-isothermal conditions at a reactor length of 50 mm, at least three heating zones were set up. The fixed bed was composed of alternating catalyst and heating zones. The heating zones consisted of a mixture of nickel ferrite particles and glass spheres with a particle size of 110 µm. Conventionally heated trickle bed reactors using externally located heating devices suffer from uneven temperature distribution in the reactor bed and the formation of hot spots that can lead to rapid deactivation of the catalyst.

---

**Figure 3:** Temperature profiles of reactors heated conventionally and by RF heating (Figure 3 redrawn from [24]).
The authors selected the synthesis of isopulegol (2) from citronellal (1) as test reaction (Scheme 1). Thus, citronellal (1) was cyclized to isopulegol in the heating zone. This was achieved at 80 °C in 1,4-dioxane using a Zeolite-encapsulated magnetic nickel ferrite nanoparticles (NiFe$_2$O$_4$@TiO$_2$@ZSM-5) catalyst, an aluminosilicate zeolite, which gave best results due to its high Brønsted acidity [26]. Using inductive heating resulted in a highly improved catalytic system that showed long-term stability. This example is of relevance for the fragrance and flavour industries, as isopulegol (2) can be transformed into menthol in one step by catalytic hydrogenation.

2.3 Dry and steam methane reforming

The commencement of the energy transformation is associated with the search for alternative and more environmentally friendly energy sources [27]. The dry reforming of methane is a particularly interesting process in this context (Scheme 2, reaction 1). A second variant is the steam methane reforming process. Since complex solids such as wood, sewage sludge or municipal waste cannot be evaporated, they are reformed using supercritical water on a heterogeneous catalyst at 250–300 bar, 400–550 °C, and a large excess of water [28]. The former process is the preferred route for large-scale production of syngas from biogas [29], while the latter is the main catalytic route [30].

The intrinsic problem with these processes is the extremely high temperature required, typically above 700 °C (ambient pressure) [27]. Since most such processes do not operate at ambient pressure, much higher temperatures around 950 °C are actually required. At these high temperatures, the selectivity of the process is a challenge. Possible side reactions such as hydrogenation of CO and CO$_2$, decomposition of CH$_4$, and the Boudouard reaction lead to the formation of elemental carbon [31]. Another problem is the Curie temperature ($T_C$) associated with the material. Depending on the composition of the stainless steel, this is around 750 °C [32]. In 2017, Mortensen’s team performed the reaction for the first time with inductively heated Ni-Co NP alloys deposited on a magnesium aluminate (MgAl$_2$O$_4$) spinel [33]. The alloy prepared specifically for this case contained 12.6 wt % Ni and 9.0 wt % Co with a Curie temperature above 800 °C. By using a high Co content ($T_C = 1115 °C$), they were able to maintain ferromagnetic properties even at very high temperatures. Since the addition of nickel further catalyzes this reaction, complete conversions with low carbon formation could be obtained at low flow rates. At higher flow rates, reaction kinetics was the limiting factor. Later, it was found that by doping the alloy with small amounts of copper, almost complete conversion (95%) could be achieved at lower electromagnetic fields and higher flow rates ($Q = 152$ NL/h) [34]. Not only was less carbon formation observed with this new material, but also little to no reduction in catalytic activity. Although this is not yet the most efficient process that could be used on a large scale, it is a remarkable application for inductive heating.

2.4 CO$_2$ storage and release under RF heating

The climatic changes are associated, among other factors, with increasing emissions of CO$_2$ into the atmosphere. The group of Rebrov et al. investigated the storage of CO$_2$ in CaO via the calcination process using inductive heating (Scheme 3) [35].

The cycle can be divided into two individual processes: First, the carbonation step, in which the CaO absorbs the CO$_2$ to form the calcium carbonate at 650–680 °C, and second, the subsequent calcination step, in which the CaO-based sorbent is sintered at temperatures of 850–950 °C to release the captured CO$_2$ and form CaO again. The inductive method is a very easy to implement and cost-effective system that can be installed in production plants. A higher desorption rate (15.4%) and a lower degree of sintering of the sorbent were observed with the IH
method compared to conventional heating methods, coupled with shorter cycle and start-up times. Rebrov et al. also suggested that the system can be used during periods of low power consumption to reduce the load on the electrical system.

2.5 Preparation of hydrocarbons (the Fischer–Tropsch process)
Monodisperse Fe@FeCo core shell nanoparticles as well as Fe(0) nanoparticles with a Ru(0) layer exhibit large heating capability when exposed to an external oscillating electromagnetic field. These particles combine magnetic and surface catalytic properties and thus have been employed in the Fischer–Tropsch process. The heating performance is characterized by the specific absorption rate (SAR) of the material. The tested materials showed high SAR values when brought into an electromagnetic field of 50 mT at a frequency of 54 kHz. Under these conditions the particles were able to catalyze the hydrogenation of CO. The presence of ruthenium increased the catalytic activity and allowed the catalytic process to be carried out at lower reaction temperatures, which was explained by the fact that the surface temperature of the nanoparticles was in fact significantly higher than 200 °C. It was also not necessary to implement an additional heating device for the outer reactor wall. Thus, this process represents a promising example of "cold magnetic catalysis" as it is termed in the paper [36].

2.6 Methane production ("Sabatier" process)
One of the largest challenges for sustainable power generation is to create a system in which all energy sources can be converted into each other efficiently and according to demand. In this reaction, CO₂ and H₂ are converted to CH₄ (Scheme 4). This process can be used as a catalytic cycle in combination with electrolysis of water to produce the hydrogen exactly when the demand requires it. The reactions are very powerful and can represent an important access to synthetic fuels. This is important not only in the context of energy storage, CO₂ reduction, and climate change prevention, but also because they provide a country-independent source of energy. However, for use in a continuous flow system, the catalyst must have extremely high SAR and catalytic activity. Recently, a series of promising systems have been produced for this purpose. These include (Fe₂.₂C) NPs [39], (ICNPs@Ni; 29 wt % Ni), and (ICNPs@Ru 1 wt % Ru) on a silica-alumina support (SiRAlox). The Ru nanoparticles far outperformed the previously known catalysts. A methane yield of 93% with complete selectivity could be achieved with high flow rates (125 mL/min; reactor dimensions according to SI: 2 cm diameter and 1 cm height of catalyst filling) in an external electromagnetic field of 28 mT. Heating can be problematic when exothermic reactions are performed. To prevent catalyst deactivation, the group of Giambastiani et al. developed homogeneously sized Ni nanoparticles (4 ± 1 nm) decorated on an oxidized carbon felt (OCF) matrix [40]. A laser pyrometer was used to measure the temperature of the catalyst bed in the quartz reactor. The inductor was controlled by a proportional-integral-derivative (PID) controller, which regu-

![Scheme 4: The continuously operated "Sabatier" process.](image-url)
lates the temperature. This feedback loop allowed the temperature of the catalyst bed to be fine-tuned and adjusted in real time to suit the conditions.

2.7 Biofuel production
The increasing demand for renewable energy sources goes hand in hand with the sustainable and efficient use of naturally occurring waste. Two factors that mainly affect the conversion rate of biodiesel are the use of catalysts and the heating process chosen. Inductive heating is applied to improve the pyrolysis of bio-oils, a process used to obtain high quality biofuels. Inductive heating is advantageous in this process because a rapid and uniform heating of the biomass and catalyst is important for product quality. Compared to a conventional heating process, the authors found that a higher quality of bio-oil with a higher yield of aromatic hydrocarbons and a lower oxygen content is obtained in a process with RF heating [41].

A potential energy source for biofuel production is napier grass. The group of Lin investigated the yield and pyrolytic products of HF heating in the pyrolysis of napier grass (Scheme 5) [42]. The yield of liquid products increased with heating rates up to 150 °C/min. Pine sawdust and its major components, lignin and cellulose, were pyrolyzed by RF heating at high temperatures ranging from 500 °C to 700 °C. The authors found that higher temperature resulted in higher gas yield and lower liquid yield. The results could be relevant to the forestry and paper industries, which produce large amounts of lignin as a byproduct. The authors compared the fast pyrolysis of poplar wood and switchgrass by RF heating. The highest yield of bio-oil was obtained for switchgrass at a pyrolysis temperature as low as 450 °C.

3 Micro- and mesoflow technology and indirect heating
3.1 Microwave-accelerated reactions under flow conditions
Reactions that take 20 minutes or longer under classical batch conditions can be accelerated considerably under continuous flow conditions by rapid heating, because flow chemistry usually involves the use of pressure-stable reactors, which leads to shortened residence times. Inductive heating, in addition to microwave irradiation [44–46] heating, can serve as an indirect and rapid heating technology that, when combined with pressure-resistant microstructured flow reactors, enables “flash” heating so that even supercritical conditions can be achieved. In this context, Poliakoff and co-workers used supercritical water to perform several industrially relevant and continuously guided conversions, using microwave irradiation as an indirect heating method [47]. Other examples in which the two enabling technologies microwave and flow were combined are the Dimroth rearrangement exemplified for the conversion of 1,3-thiazine 3 to the corresponding 3-substituted hydroxypyrimidine 4 (Scheme 7, reaction 1) [48].

A noteworthy example was recently published by Organ and co-workers [49]. A three-component reaction of an aldehyde 5, a secondary amine 6, and a terminal alkyne 7, afforded aryl-propargylamines 8 in up to 84% yield under flow conditions.
Scheme 7: Dimroth rearrangement (reaction 1) and three-component reaction (reaction 2) to propargyl amines 8 under continuous flow conditions with microwave assistance.

(Scheme 7, reaction 2). Microwave irradiation interacted with a thin foil of Cu or Au that served as catalyst inside the glass capillary. The work must be highlighted in that the actual temperature of the glass/metal surface could be determined locally using a high-resolution IR camera. It was found to be 950 °C and not 185 °C of the reaction mixture itself. These studies are noteworthy because it can be assumed that the temperatures determined by Organ locally on metal surfaces can also be transferred to inductively heated materials including superparamagnetic nanoparticles.

3.2 Reactions under flow conditions accelerated by inductive heating

3.2.1 First steps and comparison with other techniques: As mentioned in the introduction, various physical phenomena enable rapid heating of inductive materials such as steel or copper, or fixed-bed materials composed of steel beads as well as superparamagnetic nanoparticles in an oscillating electromagnetic field. Kirschning and co-workers introduced nanostructured particles based on Fe₃O₄/Fe₂O₄ coated with silicon dioxide (core-shell nanostructured particles), called MagSilica™ to be used as fixed-bed materials in many different continuous flow processes (Figure 4A) [50].

These materials are excited very rapidly in a medium frequency (25 kHz) electromagnetic field, heating reaction mixtures in packed bed reactors to temperatures up to 250 °C, which was measured at the reactor outlet (Figure 4B)).

The heat is generated only at the surface of the iron oxide nanoparticles (eddy currents) and this is dissipated to the surrounding environment, which is why the bulk temperature must be
much lower than the surface temperature of the nanostructured particles (Figure 4B).

The Claisen rearrangement of the electron-deficient aryl allyl ether 9 was chosen to compare the versatility and performance of inductive heating with conventional and microwave heating (Scheme 8A) [50]. The effectiveness of inductive heating is clearly comparable to microwave-induced heating. In continuation of these studies a two-step sequence was developed which showed that Claisen rearrangements can be accelerated in water as solvent (Scheme 8B) [51]. The phenolate salt 11 was mixed with allyl bromide in a static mixer and inductively heated to 110 °C at 110–160 bar to form the O-allyl phenol which was heated in a second reactor to 265 °C where the Claisen rearrangement under near-critical conditions occurred to yield 2-allyl-4,6-difluorophenol (12) in 64% yield. In this example, the two reactors made of steel were heated directly by the external electromagnetic field.

Other comparisons include the Pd-mediated transfer hydrogenations using ethanol in cyclohexene (Scheme 9, case A), multicomponent reactions (Scheme 9, case B), pericyclic reactions (Scheme 10, case A) and Pd-catalyzed reactions (Scheme 10, case B) [53]. Noteworthy, packed bed fillings used for the transfer hydrogenations (Pd) are reusable for several reductions without the need to adjust the overall reaction conditions (flow rate and residence time etc.).

Multicomponent reactions (MCRs) are of particular interest in the field of flow chemistry because this enabling technique can be easily automated. Thus, protocols can be iteratively repeated by simply changing building blocks so that compound libraries can be quickly accessed [54,55]. The formation of heterocycles traditionally often requires very harsh conditions, so that high pressure and high temperature can greatly accelerate many of these transformations. This indeed is the domain of flow chemistry. The Biginelli [56,57], Mannich [58] and Petasis [55,59–61] reactions are typical representative examples and these have been transferred into flow protocols (Scheme 9B). Steel beads serve as fix-bed materials to inductively heat up glass reactors. For the Biginelli reaction solubility of the starting urea (22) as well as the products 24a and 24b were an issue being overcome by using a solvent mixture of PEG/DMF 1:1. Also the proline-catalyzed asymmetric Mannich reaction was achieved with cyclohexanone (25), formaldehyde (26), and aniline (27) and 10 mol % of the organocatalyst to yield β-aminoketone 28 in 85% yield (88% ee), in less than 1 h. Although a significantly higher yield was achieved compared to the batch experiment, a slight reduction in enantioselectivity was observed. The Petasis or Petasis boron-Mannich (PBM) reaction of glyoxalic acid (30a) or salicylic aldehyde (30b), with morpholine (29) and p-methoxyphenylboronic acid (31) furnished α-aminocarboxylic acid 32a and phenol 32b in excellent yield (98% and 93%), again much higher than the yields found for the batch protocol (77% and 87%).
Scheme 9: Continuous flow reactions and comparison with batch reaction (oil bath). A. Pd-catalyzed transfer hydrogenations using ethanol in cyclohexene [53], B. multicomponent reactions.
Scheme 10: Continuous flow reactions and comparison with batch reaction (oil bath). A. pericyclic reactions and B. Pd-catalyzed reactions.
Pericyclic reactions such as the Diels–Alder and hetero-
Diels–Alder cycloadditions, the Alder-En reaction, as well as
the decarboxylation of α-alkylated malonic acids, are also suit-
able for flow protocols in combination with inductive heating
(Scheme 10, case A) [53]. The yields but especially the resi-
dence times of the reactions outperformed those of the analo-
gous experiments carried out under batch conditions by far [62-
64].

The heating method was also successfully tested on various
thermally conducted pericyclic reactions (Scheme 10, case A),
such as in (hetero)-Diels–Alder reactions (anthracene (33) and
maleic anhydride (34) to the cycloaddition adduct 35 and
chormene carbaldehyde 36 and enol ether 37 to the diastereo-
meric pyrano-chromenes 38). Organ’s En reactions (oxomalonate
diethyl ester (39) and β-pinene (40) to give the α-pinene deriva-
tive 41), and the thermal decarboxylation of the malonic acid
derivative 42 to give pent-4-ene carboxylic acid (43). In many
cases, the flow protocol provided improved yields compared to
the corresponding batch synthesis.

Palladium-catalyzed cross-coupling reactions require higher
temperatures and thus can be realized in an inductively heated
flow system [65-71]. This is exemplified for the tandem synthe-
sis of benzofuran 47 and phenylindole 48 (Scheme 10, case B)
starting from phenol 44 and aniline derivative 46, respectively.
The latter reaction was carried out in a glass reactor filled with
MagSilica™ [53].

3.2.2 Using chemically active fixed-beds (stoichiometric
reagents): Flow chemistry can be advantageously combined
with the use of chemically active fixed-bed materials, especi-
ely heterogeneous catalysts. Here, too, the reactor material
can either be heated directly by induction or there are additives
in the fixed-bed material that interact with the oscillating electro-
magnetic field. Recently, Rebrov and co-workers disclosed
the direct amide formation of a carboxylic acid and aniline
using high energy ball milling to prepare the sulfated TiO₂
(50 wt %)/NiFe₂O₄ (50 wt %) catalyst that serves as fixed-bed
material (Scheme 11, case A) [72, 73]. The reaction was carried
out at 150 °C and an internal pressure of 7 bar. Remarkably, the
process could be operated for 15 h with a slight decrease of
efficiency. Importantly, the catalyst activity can completely be
restored when heating the packed bed to 400 °C exposed to an
air flow. The importance of this study is the fact that no activ-
at ing agents are required and water is the only byproduct.

Organometallic chemistry and heating are not among the most
intuitively sensible combinations. However, prior to the forma-
tion of an organometallic species, e.g., from the metals magne-
sium or zinc, (thermal) activation is required. This was demon-
strated for the Reformatskyy reaction (Scheme 11, case B)
[53, 74], in which zinc powder was mixed with MagSilica™
and positioned inside the flow reactor. For example, 2-bromo-
propanoic acid ethyl ester (52) and acetophenone 51 were
reacted in a heated fixed-bed reactor with the mediation of zinc
to give the Reformatsky product 53, and, as commonly ob-
served, in significantly improved yields compared to the corre-
sponding batch processes.

Oxidations, especially metal oxide-based variants, are among
the most frequently performed chemical reactions. Interesting
examples are MagTrieve™, which contains CrO₃ and nickel
peroxide (NiO₂). Both were mixed with MagSilica™ and used
as fixed-bed materials (Scheme 11, case C) [75].

At this point, it is important to note that CrO₃, despite its para-
magnetic properties, does not heat up in an oscillating electro-
magnetic field because it does not exhibit conductive properties,
so it had to be mixed with MagSilica™. Several oxidations
were performed, including those of anthracene (33), propargyl
alcohol 55 and testosterone (57), which proceeded smoothly
with 80%, 93%, and 95% yields, respectively, in a fraction of
the time required for the corresponding batch processes. In a
simplified purification protocol, potential metal impurities were
then removed using a magnet. This approach could facilitate the
use of metal oxides in industry for a broader range of oxidative
applications. NiO₂, on the other hand, was used to achieve the
dehydrogenation of amines (to nitriles) and to perform the α,β
dehydrogenation of ketones 61.

3.2.3 Using chemically active fixed beds (catalysts): Copper
metal in the form of wires or turnings can also be inductively
heated when placed inside flow reactors (Scheme 12, case A).
There, it performs a second role by also becoming a source for a
copper catalyst, either by being released into solution or by
acting as a surface-active species capable of promoting “click”
reactions between alkynes and azides [76-81]. The process
can be coupled with in situ generation of the azide from the corre-
sponding bromide. The 1,2,3-triazoles are formed in up to 99% yield
and in less than 10 minutes residence time, which includes
azide formation prior to the cycloaddition step. Interestingly,
this process could not be successfully repeated under conven-
tional batch conditions. Organ’s findings [49] suggest that the
inductive heating technique creates local hot spots, either on the
copper surface due to skin depth effects or alternatively in
copper nanoparticles released into solution, likely leading to a
dramatic acceleration of the cycloaddition reaction.

Reactions with soluble metal complexes or metal nanoparticles,
utilized in transition-metal catalysis, are often avoided, espe-
cially if the metal contamination in the product exceeds certain
limits. This is particularly true for the pharmaceutical industry. A continuous flow protocol for oxidations of alcohols to aldehydes or ketones using gold nanoparticles in the presence of oxygen gas or atmospheric air was achieved by modifying the silica shell of nanostructured MagSilica\textsuperscript{TM} with gold nanoparticles (Scheme 12, case B). After heating these modified SPIONs in an electromagnetic field, a continuous process could be established by oxidation with molecular oxygen introduced into the reaction stream via a tube-in-tube membrane reactor, a process which should be very attractive for industrial applications, as oxygen or air act as cheap and environmentally friendly oxidants [82].
Scheme 12: Reactions under flow conditions using inductively heated fixed-bed materials serving as catalysts: A. with copper metal, B. with Au-doped MagSilica™, and C. with Pd-doped MagSilica™.
An interesting combination of SPIONs and transition-metal catalysis opens up when both concepts are combined architecture-wise [83]. For instance, catalytically active metal nanoparticles, e.g., consisting of Pd(0), can be deposited on the silicate surface of MagSilica™, so that the required heat for Pd(0)-mediated catalysis can be generated directly by the functionalized nanostructured particles (Scheme 12, case C) [50].

This was achieved by reductive precipitation of Pd(0) nanoparticles from ammonium-bound tetrachloropalladate [84,85], which showed good catalytic activity in various cross-coupling reactions under flow conditions. In these reactions, the leaching of palladium was as low as 34 ppm for Suzuki–Miyaura reactions and 100 ppm for Heck reactions. Importantly, the functionalized nanoparticles could be reused several times without observing a decrease in catalytic activity.

3.2.4 Multistep processes: The inductive heating technology has also been used in multistep processes targeting drugs or important molecules in the fragrance industry.

The first example deals with a metal-free carbon–carbon-bond formation process between tosylhydrazones generated from the corresponding aldehydes 74 and boronic acids 76, yielding a reduced arylation product 77 [86,87]. Mechanistically, either diazo or carbene intermediates can be proposed, as Barluenga has outlined, and migration of the aryl group leads to an alkylboronic acid, which is hydrolyzed by protodeboronation, yielding the arylation product 77. A two-step flow protocol began with the carbonyl compounds (e.g., 74), and the first flow step yielding tosylhydrazones that were transferred directly to the second reactor to be coupled with boronic acids (Scheme 13). Both steps required heating, which was performed by electromagnetic induction of a fixed-bed material based on steel beads. A continuous two-step flow process over a period of almost two days yielded the arylation product in 88% yield, demonstrating the robustness of the process [87].

The use of water as a green solvent is a greatly increasing field of research. But besides its reduced environmental footprint, water features unique physicochemical properties at supercritical conditions. The five step synthesis of a typical antipsychotic drug iloperidone (80) is an impressive example of how supercritical water can be utilized as a privileged solvent in organic transformations (Scheme 14) [88]. Because of space limitations, we here only highlight the last of five steps, which all involve inductive heating between 110–180 °C and four out of five steps are performed in supercritical water. Phenol 79 and the N-alkylated product 78 were mixed and pumped through a 1/8" stainless steel reactor, heated to 180 °C at 4.5 MPa for 7.5 min. These conditions allowed to suppress the decomposition of the N-alkylation product 78 by using a 1/8"-reactor. The subsequent purification was realized by a clever catch and release protocol based on a silica column, yielding iloperidone (80, 67%).

The tricyclic antidepressant hydrochloride of amitriptyline (84) was the target of a multistep continuous flow protocol in which, for one reaction step, inductive heating was used to achieve water elimination triggered exclusively under thermal conditions [54]. The flow process started with a multilithiation sequence which included a carboxylation and a Parham cyclization and hence a Grignard alkylation of ketone 82 using reagent 81. The resulting alcohol 83 was subjected to thermolysis that led to water elimination. This step proceeded in just 30 s by employing the inductive heating technique. The crude elimination
product was then mixed with a 1 M HCl solution in iPrOH that initiated crystallization of the hydrochloride salt of amitryptiline (84) (Scheme 15).

Iso E Super® (88) [89] is one of the most successful synthetic fragrances ever developed [90]. It is a component of a variety of perfumes with varying ratios and is the first example of a single ingredient sold as perfume in the fragrance industry. Structurally, it is related to natural terpenes. Starting from myrcene (85), an inductively heated process was developed, initiated with a Diels–Alder cycloaddition that furnished ambrelux (87) (Scheme 16). This was cyclized under acidic conditions with Amberlyst 15™ ion exchange resin embedded inside the flow reactor. However, successful conversion to an industrial process was hindered by the fact that polymerization of the starting material myrcene (85) could not be suppressed, leading to fouling of the catalyst and consequently to inactivation. The polymerization could be suppressed by preloading the reactor with the vinyl methyl ketone 86 before starting the process. Nevertheless, it could not be sustained over a longer period of time. By
splitting the process into two independent operations, a yield of 56\% (87 + 88) was obtained for the Diels–Alder cycloaddition, and suppressed polymerization at room temperature. This mixture was then converted in a second step and an Amberlyst 15\textsuperscript{TM}-catalyzed cyclization at 60 °C gave 88 with a selectivity of 95\%. Reactions such as polymerizations that inhibit the catalyst are side reactions that are very difficult to control, but this example sheds light on an often overlooked limitation of flow processes.

Musk-like fragrances occupy a special position among perfumes. An illustrative multistep protocol with practical relevance to the fragrance and flavor industry is a three-step flow-through protocol leading to macrocycles with musk-like olfactoric properties, which was realized under extreme conditions. These include the use of safety-hazardous reaction mixtures, the handling of explosive intermediates, and their pyrolysis at high temperatures (Scheme 17) \[93\]. Cyclohexanone (25) was mixed with conc. formic acid, and a mixture of H\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{2} (30\%)/HNO\textsubscript{3} (65\%) was used as oxidant.

Scheme 16: Inductively heated continuous flow protocol for the synthesis of Iso E Super (88) \[91,92\].

Scheme 17: Three-step continuous flow synthesis of macrocycles 89 and 90 with musk-like olfactoric properties.
(65%) in a PTFE reactor at rt. This led to the formation of the cyclic triperoxide \( \text{91} \) in 48% (isolated) yield. Interestingly, the equilibrium favors the formation of the trimer \( \text{91} \) over the corresponding dimeric diperoxide. The reaction mixture was then transferred to a continuous phase separator equipped with a semipermeable membrane, from where the organic phase was transferred to a stainless steel loop reactor. Here, the macrocyclic triperoxide \( \text{91} \) was subjected to pyrolysis at 270 °C. This was done by inductive heating and the residence time was only 12 minutes. The Macrolide \( \text{89} \) was obtained in 14% together with the aliphatic macrocyclic \( \text{90} \), the latter can be oxidatively converted into the corresponding ketone, which is of practical importance in the fragrance industry. It is clear that this process could not be established as a batch protocol due to the hazardous conditions.

Conclusion
Inductive heating and flow chemistry are an ideal combination for performing continuously operated high-temperature and high-pressure syntheses. The technical setup is quite simple compared to corresponding microwave devices, the heating process is very efficient, and energetically extremely favorable. Remarkable examples in the field of fundamental chemical processes in a world that requires new solutions for energy supply show the power of inductive heating. In addition, academic examples draw attention to the use of continuously operated chemical processes with induction heating for the fields of bulk chemical production and the fragrance and flavor industries, as well as, eventually, the pharmaceutical industry. The authors are certain that this combination of enabling technologies holds great future opportunities.
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Synthesis of odorants in flow and their applications in perfumery

Merlin Kleoff*1, Paul Kiler2 and Philipp Heretsch*3

Abstract
Continuous flow technology is a key technology for sustainable manufacturing with numerous applications for the synthesis of fine chemicals. In recent years, the preparation of odorants utilizing the advantages of flow reactors received growing attention. In this review, we give an overview of selected methods for the synthesis of odorants in flow, including heterogeneously catalyzed reactions, gas reactions, and photochemical C–H functionalization processes. After a brief introduction on types of odorants, the presented odorant syntheses are ordered according to the main odor families “fruity”, “green”, “marine”, “floral”, “spicy”, “woody”, “ambery”, and “musky” and their use and importance for perfumery is briefly discussed.

Introduction
The history of odorants goes back to ancient cultures such as the Egyptian around 5000 BC where resins of incense, opoponax, and myrrh were burnt for religious purposes [1]. Today, “the art of perfumery is closely connected to [synthetic] chemistry”, as outlined by Jean-Claude Ellena, the former master perfumer of Hermès [2]. In fact, the development of perfumes and cosmetics is strongly driven by the development of new odorants with unprecedented scents or superior physical properties [3-8]. Ernest Beaux, creator of Chanel No. 5, even claimed that “the future of perfumery is in the hand of chemistry” [3]. In addition, the industrial synthesis of odorants is the only way to provide them in sufficient quantities when natural sources are rare, or their production is unethical as it is the case for ingredients obtained from animals such as musk or civet [9,10].

In recent years, flow chemistry has enriched organic synthesis as an enabling technology to realize reactions that are impos-
sible in batch or to provide products in higher purity avoiding expensive purification procedures [11-18]. Given the superior heat-, mass-, and phototransfer in microreactors, flow chemistry has been outlined as a central tool for sustainable manufacturing [18]. Utilizing the virtue of flow chemistry, more and more methods for the preparation of odorants in flow are developed. Recently, Baxendale and co-workers reviewed techniques and apparatus tailored to the synthesis of flavors and fragrances [19]. In this review, we want to give an overview of selected flow protocols for the synthesis of various odorants and highlight their role for perfumery. All quotations of percentages of these raw materials in perfumes are in the concentrate formula, before dilution, and are taken from GC/MS analyses.

**Review**

**Classification of odorants**

As there are many different types of scents, there are various classifications for fragrances. In this review, fragrances are ordered from “fruity” to “musky” following the olfactory spectrum wheel developed by Kraft and co-workers (Figure 1) [3,4]. It has to be noted that this is only a simple and subjective classification; most odorants belong to multiple categories.

![Figure 1: The olfactory spectrum wheel ordering different types of odorants from fruity to musky.](image)

Depending on the vapor pressure and consequently the perceptibility of an odorant on a paper strip (the so-called “substantivity”), it can be ordered in a pyramid (Figure 2) as a “top note” (substantivity of up to a few hours), a “middle note” (substantivity of many hours), or a “base note” (substantivity of days up to weeks) [2,20]. Typically, fresh and citric odorants, e.g., limonene, are top notes, while warm and sweet odorants such as vanillin are base notes [21]. However, these classical categories have been partially overcome by synthetic odorants. For example, hedione (methyl dihydrojasmonate), one of the most important odorants of modern perfumery, has a fresh, citric and slightly floral scent – but is commonly categorized as a middle note with a substantivity of 72 h [22].

Most professional perfumes are well-balanced mixtures of top, middle, and base notes. While top notes have a “diffusive” effect on a perfume increasing its volatility, base notes may serve as “fixatives” reducing the volatility of a perfume and, thus, increasing its longevity. Notably, there are odorants (in particular amber notes) which are base notes serving as fixatives but also enhancing the perceptibility of a perfume [23].

**Fruity odorants**

One of the most important odorants giving raspberries their characteristic scent is the so-called “raspberry ketone” (5) having a “sweet, fruity, and warm odor” which is frequently used for fruity perfumes and as a flavor [9]. It is prominently used in, e.g., Tom Ford: Tuscan Leather along with notes of leather, muguet, and thyme, defining the character of this scent. The related methyl ether 6 (“raspberry ketone methyl ether”) is also used as odorant but is, in contrast to raspberry ketone (5), “intensely sweet, floral” and only “slightly fruity” [9]. Kappe and co-workers disclosed an access to both odorants in a two-step synthesis (Scheme 1) [24]. In the first step, 4-aryl-3-buten-2-ones 3 and 4 are prepared via aldol condensation of the corresponding aldehydes 1 and 2 and acetone in 78–90% yield with a productivity of up to 0.35 kg/h for enone 4.

In the second step, the obtained 4-aryl-3-buten-2-ones 3 and 4 are selectively hydrogenated in flow using a packed-bed reactor with Raney nickel as catalyst affording raspberry ketone (5) in 91% yield and raspberry ketone methyl ether (6) in 94% yield, respectively. For compound 6, both individual steps were combined for a two-step aldol condensation/hydrogenation flow sequence providing raspberry ketone methyl ether (6) on a gram scale in 75% overall yield. Interestingly, also alternative flow protocols for the synthesis of 4-aryl-3-buten-2-ones 3 and 4...
were first developed on small scale under microwave batch conditions to reach short reaction times of 1–10 min and subsequently translated to scalable flow processes [24].

While raspberries have a fruity and “berry” scent which is typically associated with the color red, the scent of citrus fruits is placed more between the fruity and the green notes. Among the odorants found in citrus fruits, such as oranges and grapefruits, (+)-nootkatone (8) is one of the most powerful odorants having a “sweet, citrusy” scent and a good substantivity [9]. However, (+)-nootkatone (8) is relatively expensive as it has to be extracted from grapefruits or prepared by, e.g., oxidation of (+)-valencene (7) (using toxic di-tert-butyl chromates), which is isolated from the essential oil of oranges [9]. In 2014, Neuen-schwander and Jensen reported a flow setup for the catalyst and solvent-free oxidation of (+)-valencene (7) with molecular oxygen at elevated temperatures providing (+)-nootkatone (8) in 10% yield (Scheme 2). In this setup, neat (+)-valencene (7) is mixed with a stream of oxygen resulting in the formation of a segmented gas–liquid flow. In segmented flow a higher surface-to-volume ratio is achieved and toroidal currents occur within the liquid slugs which result in a continuous mixing of the liquid slugs. Therefore, the reaction proceeds up to 100 times faster in flow than under conventional batch conditions [25].

Although, pure isoamyl acetate (10) has a “pronounced, fruity-fresh odor” which is “slightly nauseating”, it is “in dilution reminiscent of pear, banana, [and] apple” making it useful for perfumery in small doses [9]. For instance, it is appearing in both vintage Geoffrey Beene: Grey Flannel and Georgio Armani: Acqua di Gioia eau fraiche at 0.04%. Žnidaršič-Plazl and co-workers developed a method for the acetylation of isoamyl alcohol (9) catalyzed by Candida antarctica lipase B (Scheme 3) [26]. A biphasic system consisting of n-heptane and an aqueous buffer solution is used and efficiently mixed in a Corning AFR™ Low Flow reactor providing a fine dispersion of the reaction mixture and, thus, a large interface between the phases. Subsequently, the biphasic system is directly separated, employing a PTFE membrane separator, to afford a solution of isoamyl acetate in n-heptane, while the aqueous layer containing the lipase could be recycled. At 60 °C with a residence time of 8.6 min isoamyl acetate (10) is obtained in 59% yield according to GC analysis [26]. Related methods for the enzyme-catalyzed acetylation of isoamyl alcohol (9) have been developed utilizing biphasic systems, supercritical carbon dioxide as a sol-
vent, or packed-bed reactors with immobilized enzymes [27-31].

More recently, Paradisi and co-workers disclosed a more general access to a variety of esters with mainly fruity and floral odorants by transesterification of acyl donors of structure 12 to the corresponding alcohols 11 using an immobilized transferase obtained from *Mycobacterium smegmatis* (Scheme 4) [32]. A solution of the acyl donor 12 in ethyl acetate and an aqueous buffer solution of the corresponding alcohols 11 are mixed in a T-piece and the resulting segmented flow is pumped through a packed-bed reactor containing the immobilized transferase. The reaction mixture is directly analyzed by GC, or, as demonstrated for the preparation of phenylethyl acetate, further diluted with ethyl acetate, and the biphasic system is separated in flow providing phenylethyl acetate in 82% isolated yield. Using this method, a variety of 2-phenylethyl-, cinnamyl-, geranyl-, n-hexyl-, and isoamyl esters with mainly fruity odor profiles are obtained in moderate to excellent yields. Some selected esters (14–16) and their odor profiles are shown in Scheme 4 [32].

Related methods for the esterification of natural occurring alcohols, such as geraniol, utilizing immobilized enzyme-catalysis in packed-bed reactors were developed by the groups of de Souza and Yadav [33,34].

Very recently, Kirschning and co-workers presented a general method for the Matteson reaction in flow, allowing iterative homologation of various terpene boronate esters 17, which are subsequently oxidized to the corresponding alcohols 20 (Scheme 5) [35]. In the first step, a solution of terpényl pinacol boronates 17 and bromochloromethane in tetrahydrofuran is mixed with n-butyllithium in n-hexane at −40 °C. By using a specifically designed, 3D-printed micromixer made from stainless steel, ultrafast mixing of both solutions is achieved within milliseconds initializing bromine–lithium exchange of bromochloromethane to generate (chloromethyl)lithium. This carbonoid species readily reacts with terpényl pinacol boronates 17, resulting in the formation of intermediate 18, which undergoes 1,2-anionotropic rearrangement to the homologated pinacol boronate 19. As the rearrangement is a much slower process, the reaction mixture is passed through a second reactor at elevated temperature with a residence time of 9 s to allow full conversion to the homologated pinacol boronate 19. This species can then be directly pumped to a second homologation reactor module (and then, if desired, even to a third) to reiterate homologation. The resulting reaction mixture is either collected directly to provide the homologated pinacol boronates 19, e.g., menthol-derived compound 21, which was found to have a “rather sweet, slightly apple-like, fruity odor.” Alternatively, the reaction mixture is pumped to an oxidation module in which the pinacol boronates are mixed with a solution of sodium perborate in water/tetrahydrofuran to perform oxidation to the corresponding alcohols 20 at 40 °C in 60 s. In order to quench remaining oxidants, the reaction mixture is combined with an aqueous solution of sodium thiosulfate before it is collected. Among the prepared alcohols, a few compounds were found to have interesting olfactory properties. Alcohol 22 has a citrus

![Scheme 4: Esterification of alcohols by transesterification, catalyzed by immobilized acyltransferase in a packed-bed reactor and the corresponding odor profiles of selected examples [9,32].](image-url)
and menthol note, while its homolog 23 shows a turpentine-like, woody scent. In contrast, alcohol 24, which is a homolog of geraniol, has a strong fruity, melon-like odor profile [35].

**Green odorants**

To the family of green odorants belong those having a scent that is reminiscent of leaves and grasses, but also odorants that are minty, camphorous, or resinous. Peppermint is a fresh, cold, and quite clean top note that is mostly employed in men’s fragrances, both in classical (Davidoff: Cool Water at approx. 0.2%) and modern fragrances (Chanel: Allure Homme Sport, Jean-Paul Gaultier: Le Mâle at approx. 0.01%). However, small doses of mint notes give a desirable sparkle even to female fragrances, e.g., Parfums de Marly: Delina Exclusif, and for topnote blends for tuberose flower accords used in fragrances. The most important mint notes are certainly menthone and menthol, but occasionally (S)-α-phellandrene gives better results in a perfume [9].

“When absolutely pure”, (S)-α-phellandrene “has a pleasant, fresh-citrusy, and peppery-woody odor with a discretely mint note” [9]. Very recently, Kobayashi, Ishitani, and co-workers described a three-step sequential continuous flow process for the synthesis of (S)-α-phellandrene (30) from (R)-carvone (25, Scheme 6) [36].

In the first step, a solution of (R)-carvone (25) in toluene is merged with a stream of hydrogen and the resulting segmented flow is passed through a column reactor containing a dimethylpolysilane-modified platinum catalyst (DMPS-Pt, 26), immobilized on carbon/calcium phosphate. At a temperature of 25 °C using 1.4 equivalents of hydrogen with a pressure of 1 bar, a good selectivity for the hydrogenation of the external alkene is achieved providing enone 27. The reaction mixture containing enone 27 is then mixed with tosylhydrazone and passed through a column with sulfonic acidic resin Amberlyst-15 to catalyze the formation of hydrazone 28. As one equivalent of water is formed in this condensation process, which is detrimental for the subsequent Shapiro reaction, water is continuously removed by in-line separation of the reaction mixture using a PTFE-membrane separator. The organic layer is then mixed with a solution of n-butyllithium in hexanes to initiate the Shapiro reaction of hydrazone 28 proceeding supposedly via dilithiated intermediate 29. As the nitrogen produced in the reaction increases the volume of the reaction mixture and therefore is drastically shortening the residence time, a cooled glass column with the flow direction oriented against gravity is utilized. In this way, nitrogen bubbles can move to the top of the column, while the liquid reaction mixture remains below. At the outlet of the column, the reaction mixture is directly collected in a stirred flask containing water to quench the reac-

![Scheme 5: Synthesis of homologated alcohols 20 by iterative homologation of terpenyl boronate esters 17 followed by oxidation in flow.](image)
Scheme 6: Sequential three-step synthesis of (S)-α-phellandrene (30) from (R)-carvone (25) via selective hydrogenation to enone 27, condensation to hydrazone 28 and subsequent Shapiro reaction. DMPS = dimethylpolysilane-modified platinum catalyst; Ts = tosyl.

Scheme 7: Selective hydrogenation of alkyne 31 to “leaf alcohol” 32 employing a solid-supported palladium catalyst.

The smell of leaves and freshly cut green grass can mainly be traced back to (Z)-hex-3-en-1-ol (32) (so-called “leaf alcohol”), an important odorant with an intense green and grassy odor “often used along with geranium oil, galbanum, oakmoss, lavender, and mint oils” [4,9]. The freshness that comes from green notes such as (Z)-hex-3-en-1-ol, 2,4-dimethylcyclohex-3-ene-1-carbaldehyde, and (E,Z)-2,6-nonadien-1-al are nearly ubiquitous in modern perfumery for both women and men, even appearing in dark or woody fragrances such as Hugo Boss: Soul. In 2012, Barbaro and co-workers developed a synthesis for alkene 32 by selective hydrogenation of the corresponding alkyne (Scheme 7) [37]. Instead of using a Lindlar catalyst containing toxic lead salts, selectivity is achieved by the improved reaction control in flow. A solution of alkyne 31 in methanol is mixed with a stream of hydrogen and pumped at room temperature and 2.5 bar through a tubular glass column containing a Dowex-supported palladium catalyst. Optimization of process parameters revealed that at a conversion of 75% a good selectivity of 89% for hydrogenation of alkyne 31 to alkene 32 is achieved affording a mixture of (Z)- and (E)-isomers in a ratio of 80:20 [37].

Floral odorants
Floral notes, such as rose, jasmine, orange blossom, or lavender, are typically middle notes defining the “heart” of many perfumes. To create a jasmine note, the synthetic odorant jasmonal (35) can be used which has an “oily-herbaceous and somewhat floral odor, reminiscent of many types of natural flowers, but mostly of jasmine, gardenia, and tuberose.” It is “used very extensively in perfumes” and “soap perfumes” to introduce “jasmine-like floralcy when accompanied by more
volatile chemicals of floral character", while assisting “in fixation of the fragrance” due to its relatively high boiling point of 285 °C. It is industrially produced by an aldol condensation of heptanal (34, obtained from castor oil) and benzaldehyde (33). In the industrial process, stoichiometric amounts of sodium- or potassium hydroxide are used resulting in the formation of large quantities of undesired side products, e.g., enone 36, the aldol condensation product of two molecules of heptanal [9,38].

Therefore, Gholami and co-workers developed a flow protocol for the synthesis of jasmonal (35) by aldol condensation of heptanal (34) and benzaldehyde (33) utilizing a magnesium-aluminum mixed oxide catalyst in a fixed bed reactor (Scheme 8A) [38]. To suppress the formation of side product 36, an excess of benzaldehyde is used. At 140 °C and with a long residence time of 76 h, a moderate heptanal (34) conversion of 36% was achieved providing jasmonal (35) in a selectivity of 41% [38].

One of the least expensive floral odorants is acetophenone (38), having a “pungent-sweet odor, in dilution resembling that of hawthorn or a harsh orange-blossom type”. Acetophenone appears in vintage Geoffrey Beene: Grey Flannel at 0.14%, and Shiseido: Zen and Gap: Om at approx. 0.014%. In 2013, Roberge, Kappe, and co-workers investigated the C–H oxidation of ethylbenzene (37) to acetophenone with oxygen as an oxidant (Scheme 8B) [39]. The process is performed at 120 °C at 10 bar with a residence time of 6 min, and catalyzed homogeneously utilizing the established “MC-system” (manganese/cobalt/bromide) in a heated tube reactor. Remarkably, acetophenone is obtained in a good yield of 66% and in 96% purity without purification, while other oxidation products are formed in only small quantities further exemplifying the selectivity of the flow process [39].

Spicy odorants

Similar to green notes in breadth and variety of odor profiles, are many spice oils and related molecules used in fragrances. Many of these molecules found in natural spice oils are terpenes, which belong to the top notes. Some molecules get to the middle notes, and, very rarely, spice materials reach the base notes. Thyme is occasionally used in soapy perfumes and detergents “where its power and freshness can introduce a hint of medicinal notes” [10]. This material is employed in, e.g., Tom Ford: Tuscan Leather to introduce a slightly medicinal and spicy note complementing the leathery and smoky notes (so called “white” thyme appears at approx. 0.25% in Tuscan

Scheme 8: A) Synthesis of jasmonal (35) by crossed aldol condensation of benzaldehyde (33) and heptanal (34) in a packed bed reactor containing a magnesium/aluminium mixed oxide catalyst. B) C–H oxidation of ethylbenzene (37) to acetophenone (38) enabled by a MC-system as catalyst and molecular oxygen. BPR = back pressure regulator; MFC = mass flow controller.
Leather). One of the main ingredients of thyme is thymol (41) which has a sweet-medicinal and warm odor; interestingly, it is also strongly antiseptic [9]. In 2005, Poliakoff and co-workers developed a synthesis of thymol by alkylation of m-cresol (39) in supercritical carbon dioxide (scCO$_2$) using γ-Al$_2$O$_3$ in a packed-bed reactor (Scheme 9) [40].

The first synthesis of coumarin by Perkin in 1868 was a breakthrough in the history of natural odorant synthesis [2]. Coumarin (46) has a sweet, slightly spicy, and hay-like scent [9,41]. It was extensively used in Houbigant: Fougère Royal (1882, appearing at approx. 10%), a perfume which has lent its name to a whole family of perfumes (fougère perfumes) [2]. Despite the molecular size of coumarin, it is often considered as a base note, but higher dosages can bring it into the middle notes.

In 2015, Guo and co-workers reported a flow procedure for the synthesis of coumarin (46) following the Perkin synthesis (Scheme 10) [42]. Salicylaldehyde (44) is mixed with a solution of potassium acetate and acetic acid in acetic anhydride. The reaction mixture is pumped through two separated tube reactors at 150 °C and 240 °C, respectively, proceeding with a combined residence time of 22.5 min. The authors propose that the reaction does not follow the mechanism of the Perkin process but proceeds via acylation of salicylaldehyde (44) to intermediate 45, which forms coumarin (46) in an intramolecular aldol cyclization. Therefore, O-acylation of salicylaldehyde (44) is completed at 150 °C before the aldol condensation is initiated at 240 °C. While at lower temperatures, the aldol condensation proceeded incompletely, increasing the temperature to 250 °C lead to clogging of the reactor probably due to formation of phenolic resins as byproducts. In contrast, when the reaction is performed at 240 °C in one tube reactor, the reaction gives incomplete conversion and the yield of coumarin (46) drops to 21%. The authors proposed that under these conditions the reaction proceeds via the Perkin process, which is significantly slower than the O-acylation/aldol sequence [42].
An odorant that is somewhat similar to coumarin is phthalide (50), having a sweet and powdery scent reminiscent of coconut and tonka bean [43]. Phthalide can be considered as a top note type of coumarin. Recently, Noël and co-workers developed a method for the photochemical, decatungstate-catalyzed C–H oxidation of activated and unactivated alkanes, including the transformation of isodihydrobenzofuran (47) to phthalide (50, Scheme 11) [44]. In this reaction, the decatungstate anion is activated by irradiation in a 3D-printed tube reactor using LED light with a wavelength of $\lambda = 365$ nm. It is assumed, that the photoexcited state of the decatungstate anion generates carbon-centered radical 48 which is trapped in a segmented flow with molecular oxygen provided by a mass flow controller. Peroxide 49 is formed as intermediate which further reacts to phthalide (50) in 71% yield. This method efficiently utilizes the advantages of flow chemistry for photoreactions and reactions with gases providing shorter reaction times and improved scalability [44].

Woody odorants

Woody odorants are widely used, especially in masculine perfumes. Some woody essential oils like cedarwood are relatively inexpensive, however, sandalwood oil has been overharvested for decades, and is now extremely expensive. Hence, for both expense and variety of woody type notes, there is a great demand of synthetic woody odorants. Among them, woody acetate (Vertenex, 54) is an inexpensive ester with a “sweet, almost creamy-woody odor”. Typically, woody acetate (54) is sold as a mixture of the cis- and the trans-isomer. Interestingly, the cis-isomer of 54 has a “pronounced fruity note over the woody sweetness”, while the trans-isomer is weaker having a “dry, leathery” scent [9]. The commonly used concentration of woody acetate (54) in a perfume is 3–10%. Thus, Brenna and co-workers developed a cis-selective synthesis of 54 via a biocatalytic process in flow (Scheme 12) [45]. In the first step, a mixture of cyclohexanone 51, NADH, and isopropanol in an aqueous phosphate buffer (pH $\approx 7$) is pumped through a contin-
Scheme 13: Synthesis of juniper lactone (56) by pyrolysis of triperoxide 55 generated by oxidation of cyclohexanone in flow.
In the first step, a solution of cyclohexanone in dodecane is mixed in a Q-piece with hydrogen peroxide, nitric acid, and formic acid and subsequently pumped at room temperature through a PTFE tube reactor with a residence time of 93 min. The resulting biphasic mixture is separated using a membrane reactor with a PTFE membrane. While the aqueous layer is directly quenched with an aqueous solution of sodium sulfite, the organic layer containing triperoxide \(55\) in dodecane is collected in a flask and directly pumped using an HPLC pump in an inductively heated tube reactor made from stainless steel 316L. In this reactor, the second step, i.e. pyrolysis of triperoxide \(55\) is achieved at 270 °C with a residence time of 12 min. The reaction mixture is collected and analyzed by GC/MS indicating formation of juniper lactone \(56\) in a yield of 10% along with cyclopentadecane \(57\), 25% yield) and other byproducts. Although, juniper lactone \(56\) is obtained in a relatively low yield, this protocol allows its scalable and straightforward synthesis from simple and inexpensive starting materials. The dangers associated with organic peroxides are significantly reduced by conducting both generation and pyrolysis of triperoxide \(55\) in flow reactors, while phase separation of the biphasic mixture containing triperoxide \(55\) is realized in a PTFE membrane reactor [50].

Since many macrocyclic musks (or their precursors) contain internal olefins, they are frequently prepared by ring-closing metathesis [3,4]. It is well described that metathesis reactions can be significantly accelerated in flow, as the boiling point of the solvent employed can be exceeded using back pressure regulators (BPRs) and formed gases (e.g., ethylene) can be easily removed employing tube-in-tube reactors [11]. Therefore, Roberge, Fogg, and co-workers investigated the advantages of continuously stirred tank reactors (CSTR) and tube reactors in comparison to the corresponding batch reaction for the ring-closing metathesis of diene \(58\), producing macrocyclic olefin \(60\) (Scheme 14) [52]. Although, macrocycle \(60\) is not a commercial product, the corresponding saturated lactone \(61\) (Exaltolide), is “delicately animal, musky, and sweet” and regarded by many perfumers as one of the most elegant musks [9].

In batch and employing 1 mol % catalyst loading, the reaction reaches a maximum conversion of 82% at 80 °C after 10 min. When diene \(58\) and catalyst \(59\) are pre-mixed and pumped through a tube reactor, the ethylene released from the reaction results in a segmented flow. Therefore, the formed ethylene is not released from the tube reactor, hampering the reaction to reach full conversion as observed under batch conditions. In contrast, when a continuously stirred tank reactor was used, its head space was continuously flushed with argon to keep the concentration of ethylene in solution as low as possible. In this case, full conversion to macrocyclic olefin \(60\) (99% yield, detected be GC-FID) could be achieved after 20 min at 80 °C using 1 mol % of catalyst \(59\) [52].

Due to the fact that ethylene formed in the ring-closing metathesis can result in the formation of unstable ruthenium methylidene species, causing degeneration of the metathesis catalyst, the continuous removal of ethylene from the reaction mixture can be highly beneficial. Therefore, Skowerski and co-workers constructed a tube-in-tube reactor for the ring-closing metathesis of dienes \(62\) and \(63\) to macrocycles \(65\) or \(66\), respectively, mediated by ruthenium catalyst \(64\) (Scheme 15) [53]. The substrate and the catalyst are mixed in a Q-piece and pumped through a tube reactor in which a smaller tube consisting of semipermeable Teflon AF2400 is placed. To the inner tube, vacuum is applied removing efficiently the ethylene that is formed in the reaction. Using a low concentration of the substrate to facilitate ring-closure and employing a moderate temperature of 70 °C and a residence time of 30 min, macrocycles \(65\) and \(66\) are obtained in excellent yields with a preference for the E-isomers as determined by GC/MS analysis.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{58} & \text{ in toluene} \\
\text{CSTR} & \quad \text{piston pump} \\
\text{59} & \text{ (1 mol %) in toluene} \\
\text{80 °C} & \quad t_R = 20\ min \\
\text{60} & \text{ (99%)} \\
\text{Exaltolide (61)}
\end{align*}
\]

Scheme 14: Synthesis of macrocyclic olefine \(60\) by ring-closing metathesis of diene \(58\) in a continuously stirred tank reactor (CSTR).
Although, macrocycles 65 and 66 are, to the best of our knowledge, not used as musks in perfumery, this work demonstrates the value of tube-in-tube reactors for the preparation of musk-like structures (in fact, 66 (n = 3) is an isomer of the widely used musk Habanolide, (12E)-oxacyclohexadec-12-en-2-one) [53].

Civetone (69) is the key ingredient of natural civet, which is the glandular secretion of civet cats. Civet is an extremely long-lasting ingredient giving a fragrance a warm and animalic touch while enhancing floral notes [9]. Natural civet has been used in large quantities in classical perfumes such as Guerlain: Jicky (1889, used at approx. 0.6–1.0%) or Coty: Chypre (1917) [7]. Due to the high price of natural civet and as the civet cats suffer from captivity and the torturous (and sometimes even deadly) “extracting process” of the civet oil, most perfumers deny using natural civet [10]. Therefore, synthetic replicates of civet have been developed which are constructed around civetone (69) as key ingredient. In most syntheses of civetone (69), the internal double bond is prepared in a ring closing metathesis providing a mixture of civetone (69) and the undesired E-isomer. More recently, Browne, Mauduit, and co-workers developed a Z-selective synthesis of civetone (69) in a tube-in-tube reactor (Scheme 16) [54]. Solutions of dialkene 67 and the
Z-selective ruthenium catalyst 68 in 1,2-dichloroethane are mixed and pumped through a tube-in-tube reactor continuously removing the ethylene formed in the ring-closing metathesis. At 70 °C and with a residence time of 3 h, civetone (69) is formed in 44% isolated yield with a Z/E ratio of 95:5. Additionally, the authors developed an alternative synthesis of civetone (69) by metathesis of ethyl 9-decanoate and subsequent Dieckmann cyclization in flow, followed by a saponification and decarboxylation process in batch providing (Z)-civetone in 48% yield over three steps and with a Z-selectivity of >98% [54].

In contrast, Amorelli, Collins, and co-workers performed a ring-closing metathesis for the synthesis of macrocycle 72 from diene 70 at high temperatures of 150 °C in only 5 min without removal of formed ethylene (Scheme 17) [55]. Under these conditions, the employed Stewart–Grubbs catalyst 71 is completely decomposed but its decomposition products could efficiently be removed by passing the reaction mixture through a cartridge containing a mixture of silica and charcoal providing 72 in 32% yield at a productivity of 0.2 g/h. The macrocycle 72 was already synthesized by International Flavors & Fragrances (IFF) in 2013 and found to have a “strong musky odor” with “highly desirable properties in the top and middle notes that were described as feminine, smooth, creamy, warm, and comfortable” [55].

Conclusion
Flow chemistry has evolved as a valuable tool for organic synthesis that simplifies upscaling and, in some cases, allows to overcome limitations in batch, while being safer and more sustainable. These advantages have been utilized for the preparation of various odorants, reaching from fruity and green odorants, which are typically small and volatile molecules, to macrocyclic musks with higher molar masses and boiling points.

In flow, photocatalyzed oxidations with molecular oxygen proceed in higher yields and with shorter reaction times, as it has been used for the synthesis of, e.g., phthalide (50). In contrast, when ethylene is formed in a ring-closing metathesis reaction for the preparation of macrocyclic musks, the efficient removal of ethylene by the means of a tube-in-tube reactor or a continuously stirred tank reactor (CSTR) can promote the reaction and suppress decomposition of the catalyst. In addition, reactions involving organometallics at low temperatures or instable intermediates, e.g., endoperoxide (55), benefit from the superior reaction control and safety profile of flow reactors. Many of the transformations in this review demonstrate the utilization of solid-supported reagents or cartridges that allow to avoid separation of the reagent after performing the respective reaction.

Given these examples, we believe that the adoption of flow techniques has a great potential to facilitate the synthesis of new scents with exciting odor profiles, while simplifying upscaling of the reaction to an industrial process.
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Continuous flow synthesis of azobenzenes via Baeyer–Mills reaction

Jan H. Griwatz‡1,2, Anne Kunz‡1,2 and Hermann A. Wegner*1,2

Abstract

Azobenzene, as one of the most prominent molecular switches, is featured in many applications ranging from photopharmacology to information or energy storage. In order to easily and reproducibly synthesize non-symmetric substituted azobenzenes in an efficient way, especially on a large scale, the commonly used Baeyer–Mills coupling reaction was adopted to a continuous flow setup. The versatility was demonstrated with a scope of 20 substances and the scalability of this method exemplified by the synthesis of >70 g of an azobenzene derivative applied in molecular solar thermal storage (MOST) systems.

Introduction

Although the red-colored azobenzenes (AB) have been known for years as dyes, their applications nowadays span from energy and information storage [1-5], organocatalysis [6], photobiology and photopharmacology [7], host–guest chemistry [8], molecular mechanics [9,10], to molecular machines [11]. This popularity is due to the ability of ABs to isomerize from their energetically more stable (E-) to the meta-stable (Z)-isomer by irradiation with light [12]. During this isomerization, not only the geometry is altered from the planar (E)-AB to its twisted (Z)-AB form, but also its properties change (e.g., dipole moment and polarity) [13,14]. Furthermore, the (Z)-AB can be reversibly switched back by visible light or thermally [15]. To synthesize ABs a variety of reactions can be chosen from, each having both advantages and disadvantages. The best synthesis must be individually selected for the respective use [16]. There are various ways to access symmetric and non-symmetric AB compounds in a convenient way in batch size, as it has been summarized in detail [16]. One example is the reliable synthesis of symmetric ABs in high yields via a Cu-catalyzed oxidative coupling of aniline derivatives [17]. This synthesis can be...
also used for the formation of non-symmetric AB, however, only for a selected set of anilines. One of the most applied methods to access non-symmetric azobenzenes is based on the condensation of nitrosobenzenes with anilines (Scheme 1). This so-called Baeyer–Mills reaction, which was first published by Baeyer in 1874 and further investigated by Mills, proceeds best for electron-rich anilines with electron-poor nitrosobenzenes. The reactivity can be rationalized by the proposed mechanism, which involves nucleophilic attack of the aniline on the nitrosobenzene derivatives in acidic or basic media (Scheme 1) [18-21]. However, in order to use azobenzenes as functional materials, access to a large-scale process is necessary. In this context continuous flow synthesis is frequently discussed as potential solution to address this challenge. This technique is neither limited by the size of the reaction vessel nor the stirring as the reagents are pumped continuously through the reactor. The set-up also allows precise control of the reaction time and temperature, which can lead to higher yields and purity [22].

Flow chemistry to prepare azobenzenes has been previously applied to the Cu-catalyzed synthesis of symmetric substituted AB derivatives [23,24]. However, non-symmetric substituted ABs are not accessible by this method in an efficient way. Herein, we report a continuous flow synthesis of non-symmetric AB compounds via the Baeyer–Mills reaction, which allows to obtain large quantities of products from different substrates in a fast and efficient manner.

Results and Discussion

For optimization of the Baeyer–Mills coupling in continuous flow the reaction to generate unsubstituted AB (1a) was performed with freshly distilled aniline (2a) and commercially available nitrosobenzene (3), dissolved separately in acetic acid. Both starting materials had the same concentration and were pumped by a Vapourtec E-Series system (for details, see experimental part in Supporting Information File 1). After mixing, the solution was passed through a tube reactor, in which the temperature as well as the residence time can be easily modified. Afterwards the respective reaction mixture was collected and analyzed (Figure 1). In order to optimize the reaction, both the temperature and the residence time were successively changed to achieve the highest conversion to AB. The residence time was increased from 5.0 to 50.0 min and the temperature was raised stepwise from 25 °C up to 90 °C (Figure 1). After the set residence time an aliquot was collected, diluted with acetonitrile, and subsequently examined by HPLC analysis (for details, see Supporting Information File 1).

At lower temperature, AB (1a) could be detected, but only a low conversion of the starting materials was observed (Figure 2). At higher temperature, the product/starting material ratio was improved but was still not satisfactory. Therefore, not only the temperatures, but also the residence time was gradually changed (Figure 2). At 70–90 °C and a residence time of 50.0 min the best results were observed. However, heating to 80–90 °C provided increasing amounts of azoxybenzene, which is a known side product of the Bayer–Mills reaction [25]. Hence, these parameters (70 °C, 50.0 min) were chosen to do
the synthesis on a preparative scale. The setup was slightly modified to include an aqueous workup and extraction of the organic phase. For this purpose, a third pump was implemented which adds cyclohexane to the reaction mixture after the tube reactor (Figure 3). The reaction solution with cyclohexane was continuously fed into a separating funnel containing brine. After phase separation, drying of the organic phase with MgSO$_4$, and evaporation of the solvent, AB (1a) could be obtained in 98% yield under the previously optimized conditions. By collection of the reactor output for 2 h, 582 mg of AB were obtained.

Further purification was not necessary as the product was satisfactorily pure with the described workup. After successful optimization of the synthesis of unsubstituted AB (1a) the setup was also tested for a large number of other azobenzene derivatives to determine the scope of the method (Table 1). All aniline derivatives 2a–s were commercially available and the corresponding azobenzenes 1a–s were synthesized according to the general procedure in continuous flow as described before. The optimized flow and workup conditions gave the products in high purity for most of the synthesized AB derivatives (see Supporting Information File 1 for details). Only in a few cases flash column chromatography was necessary to isolate the pure products (see Table 1). As expected, the method worked excellently for most of the electron-rich anilines due to their increased nucleophilicity.

A comparison of ortho-, meta- and para-substituted derivatives revealed that for electron-rich anilines, the para-substituted ABs are formed in better yields as their ortho- and meta-analogues. For example, the synthesis of AB 1i from m-anisidine (2i) gave only 7% yield, due to the formation of large amounts of azoxybenzene and purification issues therefrom. The moderate product yields from the ortho-substituted aniline derivatives are presumably caused by the higher steric hindrance of the nucleophilic attack. Low yields in case of electron-poor aniline

---

**Table 1:** Substrate scope of the Baeyer–Mills reaction under the optimized conditions in continuous flow.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>entry</th>
<th>aniline 2</th>
<th>product 1</th>
<th>yield [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>2a</td>
<td>1a</td>
<td>98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>2b</td>
<td>1b</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>2c</td>
<td>1c</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2d</td>
<td>1d</td>
<td>94</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 1: Substrate scope of the Baeyer–Mills reaction under the optimized conditions in continuous flow. (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Substrate</th>
<th>Product</th>
<th>Yield (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>2e</td>
<td>1e(^a)</td>
<td>79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>2f</td>
<td>1f(^a)</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>2g</td>
<td>1g</td>
<td>&gt;99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>2h</td>
<td>1h</td>
<td>96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>2i</td>
<td>1i(^a)</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>2j</td>
<td>1j(^a)</td>
<td>72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>2k</td>
<td>1k(^a)</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>2l</td>
<td>1l(^a)</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>2m</td>
<td>1m</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>2n</td>
<td>1n</td>
<td>99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>2o</td>
<td>1o</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Reaction conditions: Example conditions.
Table 1: Substrate scope of the Baeyer–Mills reaction under the optimized conditions in continuous flow. (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Substrate</th>
<th>Yield</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2p</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2q</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2r</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1s</td>
<td>95</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Purified by chromatography.

Derivatives can be explained by the reduced nucleophilicity. To exemplarily demonstrate the optimization for electron-poor derivatives, the synthesis of p-cyano-substituted AB 1o was repeated at higher temperatures. Thereby the yield of 1o could be increased to 17% (90 °C) and 19% (110 °C), respectively. However, since larger amounts of azoxybenzene were formed, column chromatography became necessary relativizing this improvement in yield (see Supporting Information File 1 for spectra). Substrates, which did not result in AB formation, were anilines with a nitro-substituent. Moreover, some further cases of ortho-substituted anilines were unsuccessful, for which steric effects could serve as an explanation (see Supporting Information File 1 for details). In comparison with published batch syntheses, the herein reported continuous flow synthesis usually gives similar or improved yields and eliminates the shortcomings in scalability.

For the applications of ABs as molecular materials often larger amounts are required, for example, as active compounds in molecular solar thermal energy storage (MOST) systems. Therefore, we utilized the set-up for the preparation of large amounts of AB 1t (Scheme 2). This AB analogue was first synthesized by Masutani et al. in 2014 and was examined by them as well as in further studies by other groups regarding their potential for MOST applications, e.g., in a fluidic chip device by Wang et al. [1,26,27]. For the large-scale synthesis both, aniline 2t as well as nitrosobenzene (3), were dissolved in acetic acid and, as described before, pumped through the flow setup (Figure 3). Every 12 h, the organic phase was separated from the aqueous phase, dried over MgSO₄, and the solvent was subsequently removed. The solvent was recycled to minimize waste. After a total runtime of 3 days 72 g of AB 1t were obtained as pure red oil which corresponds to a yield of >99%. Therefore, the method should be suitable for the preparation of easily several 100 grams of azobenzene compounds.

Scheme 2: Large-scale synthesis of AB 1t from aniline 2t and nitrosobenzene (3) in >99% yield within 3 days.

Conclusion
In summary, the Baeyer–Mills reaction was successfully transferred to a continuous flow setup. The method can be used for various anilines as starting materials to access the desired ABs. A scope of 20 different anilines (2a–t) resulting in the corre-
sponding azobenzenes 1a–t was investigated and especially electron-rich azobenzenes were prepared in yields up to >99%. Furthermore, the setup was demonstrated to be applicable for a large-scale synthesis, where azobenzene 1t was obtained in 72 g within 3 days without the need of further purification. With this process a large number of non-symmetric substituted azobenzenes can be prepared in high yields and large quantities which opens new possibilities for applications of AB as molecular materials in general.
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Abstract

Metallaphotoredox catalysis is a powerful and versatile synthetic platform that enables cross-couplings under mild conditions without the need for noble metals. Its growing adoption in drug discovery has translated into an increased interest in sustainable and scalable reaction conditions. Here, we report a continuous-flow approach to metallaphotoredox catalysis using a heterogeneous catalyst that combines the function of a photo- and a nickel catalyst in a single material. The catalyst is embedded in a packed-bed reactor to combine reaction and (catalyst) separation in one step. The use of a packed bed simplifies the translation of optimized batch reaction conditions to continuous flow, as the only components present in the reaction mixture are the substrate and a base. The metallaphotoredox cross-coupling of sulfinates with aryl halides was used as a model system. The catalyst was shown to be stable, with a very low decrease of the yield (≈1% per day) during a continuous experiment over seven days, and to be effective for C–O arylations when carboxylic acids are used as nucleophile instead of sulfinates.

Introduction

The amount and impact of visible-light-mediated protocols in organic synthesis have increased dramatically since the late 2000s [1]. The main driving force of this phenomenon is the novel reactivity afforded by visible-light photocatalysts that enable new reaction pathways that were previously difficult or impossible to realize [2]. Technical advancements, such as the rise of light-emitting diodes (LEDs) and new reactor technologies were similarly important incentives to popularize light-mediated organic synthesis [3]. The adoption of flow chemistry ensured short photon path lengths and overcame issues related to scalability and productivity caused by the limited light penetration in large batch reactors (Lambert–Beer law), thereby making photocatalysis a promising option for industrially relevant processes [4,5]. This is underlined by several photochemi-
cal and photocatalytic transformations that have been performed on industrial scales in continuous-flow reactors [6-8].

A particularly appealing branch of photocatalytic organic synthesis is the combination with other modes of catalysis in dual catalytic approaches [9]. Especially the combination with other transition metal catalysts (metallaphotoredox catalysis), such as nickel complexes, resulted in a vast number of new methods to achieve cross-couplings under mild conditions [10]. However, the conditions of these methods are often hard to translate to flow [11,12] and significant changes to the optimized batch protocol are usually required [13,14]. The most common obstacle in the batch-to-flow translation of metallaphotoredox reactions is their frequent heterogeneous nature, most commonly due to poorly soluble inorganic bases, catalysts or additives [5,15]. Solid reagents and catalysts cause severe problems, such as reactor clogging under continuous-flow conditions. To prevent reactor fouling in (gas-)solid-liquid heterogeneous photoreactions, different solutions have been proposed [16], including the use of serial micro-batch reactors (SMBR, Figure 1a) [17], rotor-stator spinning disk reactors (Figure 1b) [18], and the combination of oscillatory pumps with microstructured reactors (Figure 1c) [19,20].

When the (photo)catalyst is the solid material in a heterogeneous reaction, packed-bed reactors are the most appealing solution for flow processes [5] (Figure 1d): The heterogeneous catalyst remains located in a specific part of the reactor through which the reaction mixture is pumped, which reduces material damage through attrition and the confinement of the catalysts in the packed bed lifts the need for solid separation. If the catalyst is sufficiently (photo)-stable, a higher turnover number can be achieved [16]. Issues related to the low surface-to-volume ratio that prevents efficient irradiation of heterogeneous photocatalysts in packed beds can be addressed by adding, for example, glass beads [21]. These considerations have justified the development of several strategies to immobilize transition-metal photocatalysts [22].

In the case of flow-metallaphotoredox catalysis packed-bed reactors were not applied to date. This is likely because these reactions are mainly carried out using homogeneous catalysis. Several studies have shown that the combination of solid photocatalysts (i.e., semiconductors) and homogeneous nickel complexes are feasible, but the fact that the nickel complex is in solution reduces the benefits of packed-bed reactor types [19,23,24]. Recently, several bifunctional heterogeneous catalysts that combine the photo- and the nickel catalyst in a single material have been reported [23,25-27]. For example, some of us have shown that a bipyridine ligand decorated with two carbazole groups can be polymerized to afford a heterogeneous macroligand (poly-czbpy) that coordinates nickel and serves as an active catalyst for light-mediated carbon–heteroatom cross-couplings of sodium sulfinates, carboxylic acids and sulphonamides with aryl halides (Figure 2) [28]. Although recyclable, batch reactions are characterized by long reaction times (24 h).

Here, we present a detailed investigation of a continuous-flow strategy for these heterogeneous catalysts, using a packed-bed reactor. The use of a packed-bed reactor for these solid–liquid reactions is attractive as reaction and separation can be combined in one step. This is particularly notable in our case since, after complexing poly-czbpy with nickel (Ni@poly-czbpy), the simultaneous separation of both the photocatalyst and metal-catalyst is achieved. The combination of both catalytic activities in a single material is crucial to obtain this result, as a mixture of a heterogeneous photocatalyst with an immobilized metal catalyst would be problematic both in terms of packed bed uniformity and activity, while partially homogeneous systems would need downstream separations. We used in-line reaction monitoring to study several process parameters, such as time, temperature and the photon flux, to maximize the
Figure 2: Light-mediated carbon–heteroatom cross-couplings. The yields reported are the NMR yields obtained in flow with the optimized conditions described later. DMAc = dimethylacetamide, DMSO = dimethyl sulfoxide.

Results and Discussion

Reactor assembly and model reaction

We started our investigations by preparing a packed-bed reactor using a glass column (6.6 mm i.d., 100 mm length) that can be used in a dedicated setup for heterogeneous flow photocatalysis carried out in a commercial photochemical flow reactor (from Vapourtec) [29-32]. To decrease the optical density of the bed, the column was loaded with a mixture of poly-5,5’-di(9H-carbazol-9-yl)-2,2’-bipyridine (poly-czbpy), glass beads and silica [33]. Once the column was ready, nickel was ligated to the polymerized ligand to afford the complexated catalyst (Ni@poly-czbpy). Based on previous batch optimizations we aimed for a ligand/metal ratio of 2:1 to ensure no unligated nickel is present as it negatively impacts the selectivity. By recirculating a solution of NiCl$_2$·glyme (4.3 mM) through the reactor for three hours (flow rate: 0.5 mL/min) most of the Ni was ligated to the macroligand (84% by ICP, see Supporting Information File 1).

To test the activity of the bed, a flow setup consisting of a syringe pump, a sample loop for injecting low volumes of the reaction mixture, and the photoreactor unit was assembled (Figure 3). The C–S coupling between 4-iodobenzotrifluoride and sodium $p$-toluenesulfinate was chosen as the model reaction [28]. In contrast to other protocols, this reaction does not require any additives, such as a base, which allows for a straightforward proof-of-principle study on the long-term stability of the polymeric material under flow conditions. Compared to the original batch procedure, a reduction of the reaction concentration by a factor of two was necessary to ensure complete solvation of the sulfinate salt.

Figure 3: Flow diagram of the experimental setup loaded in an injection loop with the reaction mixture.

Once homogeneous conditions were achieved, the reaction mixture was injected into the reactor, which was radiated with 440 nm LEDs at 55 °C. A poor yield (16%) was obtained using a residence time of 3 hours. This result called for a more detailed investigation of crucial reaction parameters to understand if the limitation is of catalytic or technological nature.

Steady-state and automated reaction analysis

To systematically study the cross-coupling using the packed-bed reactor, we decided to equip the continuous-flow setup with a dedicated tool for in-line analysis. Such techniques enable rapid investigations of process-related parameters [34]. In particular, the presence of a trifluoromethyl group in the substrate enabled straightforward reaction monitoring via $^{19}$F NMR. To this end, a 1 T benchtop NMR equipped with a flow cell was connected to the reactor outlet and used to acquire a series of spectra. In particular, a series of 128 repetitions with a 90° pulse width and a relatively long repetition time of 5.2 s (3.2 acquisition + 2s delay) was used to ensure accurate integrals. The processed FIDs were integrated and the following integration limits were used: starting material between $-60.85$ to $-61.1$ ppm, product between $-61.1$ and $-61.35$ ppm and an unidentified side-product at $-60.5$ to $-60.7$ ppm, no other peaks were detected in the fluorine spectra. The product yield calculated from the relative ratio of the product to the total integral area was comparable with the NMR yield calculated with hexafluorobenzene as internal standard in the high-field spectrometer (see Supporting Information File 1, Table S1). With the in-line analytical data in hand, it was clear that the sample loop
volume was too low to reach steady-state conditions. By switching to a continuous operation mode, we realized that a residence time of around 3 hours was necessary to reach steady-state conditions and the yield improved significantly (36%) (Figure 4a). This corresponds to approximately five reactor volumes, even though the volume of the NMR flow cell and the tubing between the reactor and the flow cell is also responsible for this delay.

As a next step, we intended to perform a residence time screening. However, the five reactor volumes needed to reach steady-state conditions meant that, depending on the residence time, up to several hours were needed to acquire each data point. To accelerate the acquisition of experimental results, we decided to equip our reactor with an in-line benchtop NMR spectrometer at the reactor outlet. First, we verified that the NMR yield calculated directly from the benchtop $^{19}$F NMR spectrum was in good agreement with the high-field NMR yields calculated with an internal standard (see Supporting Information File 1, Table S1). Then, a program was developed to monitor the reaction yield over time by automatically acquiring, processing and integrating the $^{19}$F NMR spectrum of the reaction mixture flowing in the spectrometer (see relevant code in Supporting Information File 3). In particular, the python packages flowchem [35] and nmrglue [36] were used to control the spectrometer and process the free induction decay (FID) files, respectively. The reaction was run until stable conditions were obtained, defined as seven consecutive spectra in which the coefficient of variation (CV) of the auto-integrated product yield was below 3%.

Residence time, photon flux and temperature studies

Having developed an automated analysis system, we proceeded with a residence time screening. A reaction time of 15 hours was necessary to reach almost quantitative conversion (92%) (Figure 4b). These results suggest that neither a higher local concentration of light-absorbing species nor the improved light distribution significantly improves the transformation compared with the batch reaction.

Next, we investigated if the reaction rate significantly depends on the received photon flux (Table 1). For these studies, we chose a residence time of 3 hours (i.e., 10 µL/min flow rate) as a compromise between conversion (high enough to observe changes with the different conditions tested) and residence time (as short as possible to reduce the amount of time needed for the experiments). Changing the light intensity had a minor impact on the reaction rate (Table 1, entries 2–4). This observation suggests that the turnover determining step is likely not of photochemical nature.

Based on this consideration, we turned to the reactor temperature as a means for process intensification. As expected, performing the reaction at a lower temperature proved detrimental (Table 1, entry 5). However, at higher temperatures, the colour of the polymer in the packed bed turned rapidly black (see Sup-
Table 1: Optimization of temperature and light intensity for the coupling of 4-iodobenzotrifluoride and sodium \( p \)-toluenesulfinate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Entry</th>
<th>Light intensity</th>
<th>Temp. [°C]</th>
<th>Conversion [%]</th>
<th>Yield [%]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>n.d.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>50%</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6(^b)</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7(^c)</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Data was collected by 37.6 MHz \(^{19}\)F NMR; \(^b\) the colour of the polymer in the column turned dark during irradiation (see Supporting Information File 1, Figure S4); \(^c\) the data was collected after entry 5.

Packed-bed stability

To study the stability of the Ni@poly-czbpy packed-bed reactor and evaluate its suitability for scaling-out, a continuous experiment over seven days was performed using the conditions with 100% intensity, 55 °C and 3 hours residence time (Figure 5). After reaching steady-state conditions (12 h, in agreement with previous observations, see Figure 4a), only a minor decrease in the catalyst activity (about 1% per day) was observed throughout the experiment, demonstrating the good long-term stability of the heterogeneous catalyst. In particular, the catalyst turnover number (TON) calculated over the 7-day experiment is comparable with the TON observed in batch for a single reaction (35 vs 36, respectively). Since the catalyst is still highly active after 7 days, a higher TON could be achieved by extending the experiment duration. This observation constitutes a promising starting point for applications in large-scale synthesis or automated reaction optimization.

Based on literature precedents on catalyst leaching in packed-bed reactors [37,38], we assumed that the decreased activity could be linked to nickel leaching. Based on ICP results on the reactor outlet collected in the long-run experiment, after seven days of continuous reaction 0.42 mg of nickel (25% of the 1.66 mg initially complexed, see Figure 5) leached into the reaction solution. However, performing another round of complexation with NiCl\(_2\)-glyme did not restore the original activity of the catalyst in the packed bed. Together with the catalyst deactivation observed in the temperature study, this result points at a temperature-dependent ligand photodegradation as a likely deactivation mechanism. The amount of nickel leaching observed is significant and, depending on the substrate, the metal contamination after chromatography might still be too high for use as API. If the remaining nickel content becomes an issue, a column packed with an immobilized scavenger could be used to further reduce the Ni content in the final product [39].

Reactor optimization

Flow maldistribution and poor mixing efficiency in the packed bed could cause the relatively long time necessary to reach steady-state conditions. Consequently, we evaluated a static mixer to improve the flow distribution in the packed bed [40-42]. The residence time distribution (RTD) of the reactor was measured via a pulsed tracer experiment (see Supporting Information File 2 for details) and compared with a modified reactor unit containing a helical static mixer (Figure 6) [43]. The addition of the static mixer had a limited impact on both the standard deviation of the mean residence time and the reaction outcome, most likely due to the low flow rate (10 µL/min) [43,44]. An alternative approach to obtain a narrower RTD is the reduction of the reactor diameter, as this would decrease the axial dispersion [45]. Replacing the glass column (i.d. 6.6 mm)
with a PTFE capillary with a smaller inner diameter (i.d. 5/32", 3.9 mm) resulted in a narrower residence time distribution and higher yields (see Table 2).

C–O coupling reaction
Finally, we evaluated the use of the capillary-based reactor for the related C–O coupling of 4-iodobenzotrifluoride and N-(Boc)-proline with N-tert-butylisopropylamine (BIPA) in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) (Scheme 1). In analogy with the C–S coupling, a residence time of 3 hours was chosen for a test experiment, resulting in 81% conversion and 61% NMR yield. In this case a significant acceleration compared to the original batch reaction time (24 h) was observed, likely thanks to the use of the same reaction concentration as in the original batch report [28]. This was unlike the C–S coupling, where the limited solubility of the sulfinate salt required a dilution of the reaction conditions to obtain a homogenous reaction mixture. As previously observed [28], the reaction concentration has a significant impact on the efficiency of the nickel cycle in metallaphotoredox reactions. It is therefore not surprising that a larger acceleration of the reaction kinetics in flow versus batch was observed for the C–O coupling as opposed to the C–S coupling.

Conclusion
In summary, we developed a packed-bed reactor for metallaphotoredox catalysis in continuous flow. The heterogeneous catalyst used, based on a bipyridine ligand decorated with two carbazole groups, served as both photo- and nickel catalyst, making the reactor packing simple and reproducible. Compared with homogeneous approaches to metallaphotoredox catalysis,
this heterogeneous solution simplifies the catalyst separation and the translation of the optimized batch conditions to flow. Most notably, reactions previously optimized in batch could be performed in continuous flow directly with little (C–S coupling) to no (C–O coupling) changes to the reaction conditions. Overall, the lack of catalyst separation and the possibility of combining the reactor with in-line analytical feedback enables the flow synthesis of C–S and C–O coupled products in a simple, versatile and amenable to automation way.
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